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Governor W. C. McDonald returned
from Albuquerque at noon today. He
attended the banquet of the Retailers'
Association convention given in Albuquerque last evening in the Masonic
temple.
Delegates Appointed.
The following were yesterday appointed delegates to the National Good
lloads Association convention to be
held May 16, 17, 18, 18 at New Orleans, Louisiana: J. S. Mactavish, Magiialena; R. J. Taupert, Las Vegas; E.
N. Burch, Raton; T. D. White,
R. M. Thome, Carisbad; J. R.
Gilbert, Alamogordo; R. E. Twitchell,
Las Vegas; Ce'.so Lopez, Santa Fe; H.
V. B. Smith, Santa Rosa.
Tularosa Bank Incorporates.
The First State Bank of Tularosa,
Tularosa, Otero county, this morning
f'i'ed papers of incorporation with the
stf.te corporation commission. The
names of the incorporators, all of
'
whom reside at Tularosa, and the
amount of stock held by each follow:
Isaac Otis, president 20 shares; Eli
Knight, vice president, 5 shares; W.
1' Land, vice president, 95 stares; J.
I. Dale, cashier, 10 shares; G. A. Hyde
in shares; F. A. Briscoe, 10 shares. J.
J. Dale, cashier, 10 shares; G. A. Hyde;
The new bank is capitalized at $15,-- !
000 divided into 150 shares worth $100
each at par. A general savings bank
business will be conducted.
Decision By Supreme Court.
Case 1454. Charles F. Fowler, appellee, vs. The Continental Casualty
Company, appellant. Appeal from district court of Bernalillo county. "Finding no error in the record the judgment is affirmed." Opinion by R. H.
Hanna, Judges Roberts and Parker
concurring. The syllabus for this- case
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

"Soltaire" floods.

b OGEHT

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone No.

PURCHASES.

WE

WHOLESALE

GIVE

40.

REGISTER

AND

TICKETS

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
4LFALFA

SEED.

All kinds of flowers, garden

STOCK

FOOD.

4 field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

LEO HERSCH

is

Phone Black

45

J. CRICHTON

R.

COAL

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

'"cedar,

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

TO

All
SflVC

Parts of The World

M0HV anl ,nconvenlnce bJ Purchasing Wells
mUUVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders
U.

Canada, Mexico

S,

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

jt

Need More Food Richer Blood, Better
Appetite.
Anxious parents often wonder why
their children are so thin, pale ami
nervous and have so Utile appetite.
Growing children need "lots" of
food. They use so much energy in
play, and their growing bodies require
so much more, that unless they eat
heartily they are bound to suffer.
A Bloomfield, X. J., mother, Mrs.
E. W. Cooper, says:
"My little girl
had a bad cold and was run down in
health for six weeks. Then I gave
her Vinol and it was a wondefrul
help, breaking up her cold quickly
and building up strength besides. I
have also found Vinol an excellent
children's
tonic for keeping
up
strength during whooping cough."
Our delicious tonic, Vinol, is a
wonderful appetizer and you can see
children improve day by day under
its use. It enriches the blood and
builds up the body, making pale,
delicate children rugged and rosy.
We guarantee Vinol to do this, if
it does not, you get your money back.
The Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

LIVERY RIGS.

S

THE KING OF MANKIND.
(By Percy Shaw.)
Have you ever met
On your daily way,
The mightiest king
In the world today?
Who owns to vassals
In every clime,
Who knows each language
And scoffs at time?

j

Rawlins Accused of Bigamy.
Durango, Colo., May 10. Charles
Rewlins, a former resident of this
city, who disappeared seven years
ago, deserting a wife and three small
children leaving them destitute, has
been arrested in Los Angeles. He is
charged with bigamy according to information that his D.irango wife received today from the Los Angeles authorities. They requested her to come
and testify against him. At one time
lEawlins was a highly respected resi- dent of Durango, being employed at
the smelter and later acting as book
keeper for the Neglected mine. Since
h's desertion nothing was heard from
him until his arrest in Los Angeles.
Hia wife will leave this city at once
to assist in the prosecution.

)

j

;

j

The Vampire.
Allentown, Pa., May 10. Mrs. Jennie Schwoyer, the
woman
who is serving a year's sentence after
marrying successively ten men, is a
psychological and sociological study.
She scouts the suggestion that she is
a believer in free love, end she cannot see how she has offended against
the laws. Mrs. Schwoyer is not handsome, but in conversation she is so
original and vivacious that one can
easily realize the fascination
which
she possessed for the men who married her. Her language is neither
coarse nor refined; while she is inclined to the use of slang, she is ablo
to use good English on occasion. She
appears to be of a frivolous nature
with e keen appreciation of the humorous.

To the farmer's boy
In the field he goes,
And he cries: "Make haste,
Swift your life stream flows;
Cast away your scythe,
Through the wide marts fare,
The joys of triumph
Await you there.''

With the sage profound

In his worldy lore
He lingers to say:
"Will you study more
When your nature longs
For the fields and trees,
For the hills and streams,
For the days of ease?"

MEXICAN

To the monarch proud,
When the courtier sleeps,
He comes like a ghost
From the midair deeps:
"Would you paint inspired,
Would you famous be.
With pallette and brush?
Hasten forth, be free."

REBELS MEET DEFEAT.

(Continued trom page one.)

chief, today issued a proclamation as
secretary of war in the cabinet of
Provisional President Emilio Vasauez
Gomez urging all rebel chiefs to be
strictest in the observation of the
Jaws of war as recognized by all civilized countries."
To the country girl
Gomez Has Not Yet Heard.
With rosy lips,
"he proclamation is made at the diFull of joy of life
rection of Gomez and though no adTo her finger tips,
vices have come from General Pasqual
He whispers of fame:
Orozco as yet to signify his
approval
"You shall reign," he cries,
of the executive authority assumed by
where
"Away
the path
Gomez recently, it is considered likely
Of your glory lies."
that whatever else Orozco may repudiate he will not discountenance any
Can you guess his name?
declarations of his. father. The elder
Do you think you know
Orozco recommends humane warfare,
Whose torch lights the world
not only to ansvSer in this way the
With its subtle glow?
summary executions, incendiary acts
Whose voice stirs the soul
and destruction of property that freWith a fixed intent?
quently are made by t he troops "of the
This king of mankind?
Madero government, but principally
He is Discontent.
on account of the noble ideals of liberty and justice that the revolution
is
striving for. Persons and nvonertv nt
must be not only re
THE
spected but protec ted, extending them
all possible guarantees.
The statement further says: "The
Death of Las Vegas Woman.
provisional president (recommends that
Mrs. Torribio Martinez, wife of
prisoners of war shall be treated ac
prominent resident of Hot Springs, cording to the laws of war. always
died at Las Vegas.
bearing in mind that we are fiehtine
our brothers who are forced to go to
Slapped Her Husband.
the field of battle by the iniauitous
John E. Cyrene was given a divorce levy that is being practiced
by the
from his wife, Mary Martina Cyrene Mntlero envernmont
- hv
a' Las Vegas. He alleged she slapped incited Dassinn The nrnvicin0i
him and drew a butcherknife on him. ident does not deem
it necessary to
call to the attention of the brave de- Of Course!
f
fenripra nf ilia ravnlntinn... Am.on
.
th IlOPPScitv
in
ivn!d fh.
w utiMu
UW IcaQL f!
H4lt,
are people," read a banner carried at tion with any foreign power as
they
the head of the parade of the Kansas amays wm take care that
foreigners
Euual Suffrage convention here.
may not suffer any more trouble than
is possible in region disturbed
by
war."
Otero County.
A number of men and teams are
Scant News From Rebel Chiefs.
.
Advices from General Orozco early
o
uuii'uul vauuii
mine in tht Sun Andp...
Tulo i.nrn 'torinv nnnfirmori .ann.ta
and it is being shipped to El Paso. The ins yesterday at Tlahualilo. Orozco
distance is about 30 miles from Tula- - declared merely that his advance
rosa.
guard captured fifteen prisoners.
He
wired that two columns of one thou- 'sand men each were advancing paral- Died of Her Burns.
Mrs. Seferina Montoya"y
GriegoJIel to the railroad toward Bermejillo
who was badly burned several days and Mapimi, reinforced by a rear

MIMI

j j

my husband, who died fifteen years
ago," said Mrs. Lyons. The account
lead long been forgotten, but a bookkeeper in looking over the old books,
discovered that she knew the exact
amount. Mrs. Lyons was told the
sweet peas would be acceptable for
decorating the soda fountain and she
was given a receipt iu full for the
bill. She said that she had to struggle to support herself and children,
but that she proposed to pay every
debt she owed no matter of how long
standing.
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Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J.

139

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

;

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,

SIGN
PAINTING

fairer Silveiing,!
Ett!isng on Glass

SATISFACTION
GUAR ANTFED

and Brass

PAUL P. LACASSAtiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

J. F. RHOADS
WOOD WORKER
Manufacturer of

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
Screen Windows,

uicu at
vegas. j ue woman nau
ouucieu e&ireme pain ana ner aeatn
Screen Doors. came as a welcome relief.
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Sent to the Pen.
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minima in luv
ci,ui. nmntUr.
state
at
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Fe
M
157
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Santa
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W.
penitentiary
FE,
Telephone
imposed late yesterday
New Mexican want ads. elways ternoon on Dan Gillan, the
fessed horse thief, by District Judge
bring results.
UakLam. rm .
.it
ireiucii
que.
zaiiuiua, al AluulJUtrl

104Galesteo Street
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SPECIAL EXCURSION

FARES

TO POINTS IN

i

y

1 CALIFORNIA, OREGON
i

if

WASHINGTON.

LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

one way via

or SEATTLE,

$67.50

Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May I, 2 and 3. Re
turn limit, June 27, 1912.
June 12, 13, 14, IS, 16,17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit Aug. 12, 1912
Au. 29, JO, Jl ; Sept. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Return limit Oct. 31, 1912.
.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman

-- iid

Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Afent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Fortune at Stake.

vell-to-d-

o

WORK

For forty years you've known

WHILE yOU SLEEP

the name

Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills Are
Violent They Act on Bowels
as Pepper Acts in Nostrils.
Take a Cascaret tonight end thoroughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
great by morning. You men and women who have headache, coated tongue,
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and
upset, bothered with a sick, gassy,
disordered stomach, or have backache
and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping clean Inside with
Cascarets or merely forcing a passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or cartor oil? This is

Cold well Law

i

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop. They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every machine. A guarantee to give satisfaction
Cold wells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in

Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases, take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the decomposed
waste matter and poison from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you oat by morning. A
box from your druggist means a
clear head and cheerfulness
for
months. Don't forget the children.

a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

rapid fire guns who repulsed them,
causing them to retreat in disorder,
leaving nearly fifty dead on the field.
The federal troops lost seven men.
Earthquakes at Guadalajara.

N

are peculiarly adapted
further the interests of an
institution of this kind; your
knowledge of languages
and
your wide connections with the
representative Latin American
people will enable you to do a
great deali to bring about the

$

You

to

X
X

Skipping the Bad Places.
X

success of this measure, and
you can depend upon my en- -

thusiastic support.
Very truly yours,

X

UCUKUE CUKRT,

Why Import Mineral Water?
f

Program at the Elks':
The New Constable: Pafhe Weekly;
'Jtie First Violin. Don't miss this
Tonights

change.

FRECKLES
Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Remove
Them With the New Drug.
An eminent skin specialist recently
discovered a new drug, othine double
strength, which is so uniformly successful in removing freckles and giving a clear, beautiful complexion that
it is sold by any first class druggist
under an absolute guarantee to refund
the money if it fails.
Don't hide your freckles under a
veil; get an ounce of othine and remove them. Even the first night's use
will show a wonderful improvement,
some of the lighter freckles vanishing
entirely. It is absolutely harmless,
and cannot injure the most tender
skin.
Be sure to ask for the double
strength othine; it is this that is sold
on the money back guarantee.

:

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

FRANK mJ0NESapitlBa2fl6kB
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards- Ranches With and Without Improvement.
Or. Phone No. Red 76
For Full Information Call,
-

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

EXPRESS LINE.

WOODY'S BACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Phone Black 50166

e

fMMn V

If It's Hardware, We Have It
Phone 14

n

iun

Cuerna-sentenc-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Guadalajara, Mex., May 10 A condition of terror exists in this city as
the result of earth shocks, which in
the twenty-fou- r
hours since Wednesday morning, have numbered
over
thirty-five- .
Many shocks were felt today but their force was less severe
than those of yesterday. The people
continue to live in the open spaces.
Some churches and stores have been
seriously damaged.
The disturbance is unlike anything
known here since 1873. The shocks
have not been felt outside of a limited
zone and scientists are puzzled by the
nature of the quakes. Colinia volcano
is at present dormant.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Albu- querque, N. M.
My Dear Mr. Gray Your
letter in regard to the bill in- troduced in the New Mexico
legislature, providing for the
foundation for an institution
to be entitled the
Institution, at hand and as
soon as the proper time comes
I will be glad to take the mat- ter up and assist in every pos- sible way.

Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn

mower field. ' '

important

uemnu.
Rebels Dispersed With Loss of 50.
Mexico City, Mex., May 10. A force Leave Orders
of 1,500 Zapatistas attempted on May- ' to march on Cuernavaca,
capital of
'
MorelOS. ' flPrnrHinO- - trt a,a cnlnl
ativiai uia
Patch to El Imparcial from
via Cuautla. The rebels set out
under cover of an engagement between
a smaller band of Zapatistas and the
federal (rnnnc in tha irifitnU.. uip tt..i.
xiuit
iiititjFive mllws
zilac in the same state.
from Cuernavaca they were met by a
body of federal infantry supported by
;

Judge David J. Leahy has granted
the petition of Christopher Goke of
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Las Vegas asking for certain moneys
and properties belonging to the estate by local applications, as they cannot
of his father, the late Henry Goke. reach the diseased portion of the ear.
that he might enter into business for There is only one way to cure deafhimself. Apolonio A. Sena, young ness, and that is by constitutional re,
Goke's
has been named medies. Deafness is caused by an inas special guardian to the young man flamed condition of the mucous linand his bond has been fixed at $10,000. ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this fjbe Is inflamed you have a rumbLost Fortune and Wife.
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
Because he fell victim to real estate when It is entirely closed, Deafness
sharks in San Jose, Cal., an dwas is the result, and unless the inflama-tio- n
can be taken out and this tube
fleeced of $2,500. Frank Johnson, a
farmer In the Plateau val- restored to its normal condition, hear
ley, Colorado, has been renounced by ing will be destroyed forever; nine
his wife and lost what property he had cases out of ten are caused by CaIt ft. During his absence she paid off tarrh, which is nothing but an ina $2,500 mortgage which her husband flamed condition of the mucous
surhad placed on the property In both faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
their names and she now owns the
for any case of Deafness (caused by
property In her own name.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirThere Should Be More Like Her.
Mrs. Mary Lyons walked into a culars, free.
Denver drug store, and announced that
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
while she bad no money, she would
Sold by all druggists. 75c
pay her bill of $6.75 with sweet peas.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
"I owe the money for medicines for pation.
father-in-law-

CASCARETS

at

Oxford Club Saloon.

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

Prom

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order TOc, a dlsn,
furnished commersal men to taks In
Hew York Chop Suey 50c the
surrounding t0ns. Wire Rnbudo
Station.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

EconomyGrocery

Methodist

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

Episcopal Church

General Conference,
Butter, 25c. and 35c
Minneapolis, Minn.

Gents' Custom Bacon, 2 lbs.

for 25c.
Breakfast Bacon, Best
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Grade. 20c. lb.
Made Suits, Overcoats,

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Light House Cleaner,
6 bars for 25c.
Blueing, per bottle, 5c.
Four Phones and Five Wagons.

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 221.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

J.

H. BLA1N,

Jr., Proprietor

Cor. Burrow Alley and San Francisco

St

MAY

lst-31- st

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE, NJM.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1,8, 15 and 22.
Return Limit, June 15, 1912.
H. S.

LITZ, Aft.,

New Mexican

SANTA

Want

results every time.

FE, N.M.

Ads

brln
.
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Also Given Black Eye Because of Alleged Wide
Open Conditions

want the

SUMNER COUNTY

Bill

St

lee
time

Order Your Suit

then
TaKe it

""NfejT

Now.

For Neuralgia, nothing ia

Both Measures Forced Through
Houses by Narrow Narrow
Margin of 26 to 20.

Tfl

One
Pain Pil1,

TJH

PASSES

Yesterday afternoon, when the
went to press, Clancy had
just completed reading his official statistics regarding the financial condition of Guadalupe county and the proposed county of Fort Sumner.
Manzanares also read a financial
statement to prove that Sumner coun
ty will be on a substantial financial
basis and its creation will not cripple
Quay, Guadalupe, Roosevelt, or Chaves counties from which it will be
created. He stated that Sumner county will have tin assessment greater
than either Taos or Sandoval county,
the toial for 1912 exceeding a million
dollars, or to be exact $1,013,017.
He said that it is 111 miles from
Fort Sumner to the county seat, going
nd 45 miles overland.
by railroad,
The people in Chaves county must go
50 to GO miles. Similarly; from those
portions of Quay and Roosevelt coin-ties- ,
which it is proposed to take.
He cited the prosperity of Otero and
Luna counties as an example of the
development and growth that follow
the creation of new counties. He
said that not one of the 26 counties of
the state is without debt.
Burg in explaining his vote said he
did not look so much on the assessed
valuation and debt of a proposed new
county, as upon the progressive spirit
of the people of the community desiring the new county. The bonded
debt of the new county would be
taken care of by the state the same
as that of the other counties.
The bill passed by a vote of 2G tj

PflPSTAI

TH

better than

Dr. Miles'

Pills

Anti-Pai- n

Used by thousands
for a generation

Those who have suffered from

neuralgic pains need not he toid
how necessary it is to secure relief.
The easiest way out of
neuralgia is to use Dr. Miles'
Anti-Pai- n
Pills. They have relieved sufferers for so many
years that they have become a
household necessity.
"I have taken Dr. Miles'
Pills for the years nrul they are Uk;
only tliini; that docs me any tiod.
Anti-Fai-

THE CAPITAL TAILORS
H
X

If)

o

n

They have relieved neunilKU in my
head in fifteen minutes. 1 have also
for rheumatism, headtaken tlK-ache, pains in The bivast, toottu!ehe,
earaehe and pains in the bowels ati'l
1
limbs.
have found nothing lo
are all that is
eimal them and tlu-claimed for them."
J. W. SEDUK. lllue Springs. Mo.
At all druggists 25 doses 25 cents.
Never sold In bulk.
MILES MEDICAL CO.. Elkhart, Ind.

Pi

H

m

U
U
X

t

If
A

mittee against the charge of unfait- ness in the normal school matter.
The advocates of the other sites for
;the school had talked and talked for
hours and days. The question involved is paramount to commercial sm
'and that is the question of eduentim
The Constitutional Convention acted
wisely in providing for a normal
school in a section where there is
none now. To postpone action is to
deprive the ycrith of eastern Nen'
Mexico of one year of necessary
schooling.
The hour is now the time is ripe;
the endowment, the building, thj
20.
equipment are there ready for
Clovis is centrally located, is 'he logClovis Gets Normal School.
House Hill No. 109, by Nichols, to j ical point, has the railroad facilities
establish a normal school at Clovis, for a normal school.
Catron said that Burg had evidently
was read in full.
not
read the bill he had defmdeo, cr
Toombs opposed the measure say- else he would not have sa'd that
the
constitution
that
permits education in that
ing
part of the state
new
a
of
the
establishment
one ye-i- unless
for
be
would
retarded
normal school in one of six eastern
the normal school is located now.
counties but did not make it obligaLlewellyn spoke of the importance
tory to establish the institution now. of
locating the school without loss of
He had hoped to secure the school
time. The sooner that the school
for Clayton, but on coming to Santa
Fe found the. air surcharged with op- begins supplying teachers, the bettor
it will be for the commonwealth and
position to creating any new institu- the education of the children. As the
tions. He also found that the three
n iv; Jansession of the legislature
existing normal schools are in a bad uary, time will be taken u ) with the
additional
and
need
way financially
high duty of electing a Unired .States
funds to maintain them on the high
Senator, and the normal school quesplane of similar institutions in other tion should not be
injected into it- states. He discovered also, as memsaid that while he did not
Gage
ber of a committee, that one of the
the ways and means commitstate institutions whose maintenance charge
tee with unfairness, yet he felt that
of paramount importance, had in
the other candidacies were not given
curred a large deficit. He therefore
an equitable opportunity ro
entirely
thought it unwise to create any more present their claims
ful'y. They were
state institutions at this time. He limited
to five minutes in presenting
a
mushroom
is
said Clovis
merely
their claims. Artesia offered a
town, only four or five years old, just
to the sta'-- and was asl;- a railroad settlement that is apt to ed toproperty
present its offer under seal, bit:
be removed at any time a few miles
has Clovis been asked to make a 1
further down the line, and like the contract under seal?
Arabs and tents "silenty still away."
E
we could
Carter said that after the gentlemen
Such things have happened
before, from
Clovis had consumed an hour in
even here in New Mexico, and it cer
AD.
presenting their claims, he was given
tainly would be a mistake to locate ?
five
to
minutes
admerely
the
explain
state institution in such a place, that
10 come
lYian
of Portales and the offer it
even now has 25 per cent less people vantages
had made to give a school section,
of SPRING
than it had some time ago. He con
see
worth $35,000, toward the
normal
suc
.Nichols
upon
having
gratulated
school.
He
said
that the bonds for
!
see
cessfully, wormed." his bill through the
purpose of erecting the high school
the Ways and Means Committee. The
others did not have the ear of that building preferred by Clovis, have not
committee but Nichols was always on been floated, and it is very questiona
"normal ble if this building, should it be erect
the ground, and whenever
school" was whispered, he would rise ed and equipped, could be turned over
and declare it must be located "at to the state for normal school purClovis is a boom town with
my five year old railroad town." He poses.
referred caustically to an active lobby whose history he was acquainted from
that had been busy for Clovis and ad the start. He related how the Santa
vocated that the bill be laid on the Fe railroad had firt picked Melrose
for the shops, and then decided to kill
Speaker's table until the January ses
Melrose and to found Clovis.
"I
sion, so that there might be tairness
and equality of opportunity for the knew Clovis when it was only two and
other towns that desire the normal a half years old and it had 5,000 peo
school. He moved to table the bill. ple then, now when it is five years
seen
his vote old it has only 3,000 people." He alLlewellyn in explaining
town
of
Clovis luded to the poor water supply of Cloof
the
spoke
"great"
BETTER
whose church spires glitter in the new vis end declared he had seen car after
a permanent town, car of water hauled from Portales to
Mexico sunshine,
a growing town, a town that will soon Clovis. It is 400 to 500 feet to the
have two more railroads.
It Is any scanty water supply In the wells. The
We'll treat you courteously, willingly fit on as
thing but e tent town and just the moment that the Santa Fe moves its
shops, as the Southwestern did from
place for a school.
many styles as you care to try. We want
Mullens said civilization comos high Alamogordo, and the Rock Island from
simply to post you on values and shoes such
but it is worth it. He told an anec Santa Rosa, Clovis will disappear from
dote and voted against tabling the the map. The citizens of New Mexico
shoes as most Men and Women care to wear,
will not send their girls and boys to
bill.
Nichols said that Toombs was the school in a town that is run wide
first one to introduce a bill for the open. "I have known Clovis from the
creation of a normal school, and now start, and its moral Btatns has been
that he didn't get the school for such as not fit it for the location of
Clayton, he is hollering the loudest. e state institution of learning whose
Being a railroad town is not necessari- success depends on the intellectual
and moral atmosphere surrounding It."
ly an implication that Clovis is
He referred to the houses of prosis
by hoodlums. Clovis
proud of being only five years old. It titution and saloons open day and night
does not ask for financial assist .nre, that have made Clovis notorious. He
hundreds of
of the paid a tribute to the
it wants oniy the location
school. Opportunity to be heard was sturdy railroaders and their families,
given other applicants for the school many of whom are his personal friends
the matter has been gone over thor and whom he esteems highly, who
MEN'S
oughly, has been minutely thrashed have built permanent homes at Cloout and there is no sense in uiniing vis and who are not to blame for the
SHOES
the same burden again on the Jan- existing, unfortunate conditions.
Catron's effort to amend the hill to
uary session.
Vargas also explained his vote in compel Clovis to give a bond that if
will comply with the terms of its ofSHOES
favor of Clovis.
The House by 21 to 20 refused to fer, failed, because of the previous
table the bill.
question being moved.
The previous question was ordered
Burg in defense of the bill pointed
to the wisdom of the legislature that 23 to 20.
See
The bill to locate the normal school
located the University at Ai'iuquer-que- ,
Our
IWhe
then a mushroom town, bi.'. now at Clovis carried 26 to 16.
JWinrinu
The House adjourned to 2 p. m.,
the splendid metropolis of the State.
of Friday.
the opposition
He attributed
Display
Price
Toombs to the jealousy of Clayton
A Pathe Weekly at the Elks' tonight.
over the progress made by Clovis. He
defended the Ways and Meana Com All the recent events.
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ate wealth, but that raising a dollar;,
worth of onions, or taking out a dollars worth of ore, or putting a. doj- ler's worth of improvement on some
raw material, does create value. These
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new
at
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Mexican
new
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New
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iFis senFlo
v
oldest
spaper
th
to the Committee on Public Institu- In unusual
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,
after
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ThPn
Doepp had made an effort j Dfarance
among the intelligent and progressiT e people of the Southwest
further
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,.
trot
to
hm
the
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imp mofni,a(,
t.,.
lagt
Smith instead of taking home his Dav 'mitte. "because of some doubt of thel w.PL?"nt nfdient"
banquet at the penitentiary.
on Saturday night, bets it at the horse leSality of the bill." As the public
OFFICERS.
Miera rose in alarm and implored
races, or spends it in the red light or institutions committee already has two the
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
gentleman from Bernalillo to disover the bar. he is making h,,0m00. normal scnooi mils, the Clovis bill was
close
no
L.
A.
hon-ofurther
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
the
HUGHES,
fact
I AM
the
that
i
THE PRINTING PRESS.
separate even the great parties; The hut if he pays his grocer and butcher, referred to it,
able Senators had been behind pris-oI am the printing-press- ,
born of the Republican leaders began to deal with contributes
House
Substitute
No.
House
Bill
for
in church,
and
walls last evening. Thus, the pomother earth. My heart is of steel, the majority as if it were one coherent saves a littleliberally
each week eventually to 153, to amend chapter 136 of the 38th lite banter
kept up, until committee
my limbs are of iron, and my fingers mess instead of composed of ; forty-nin- e buy a
legislative
to
liens
assembly,
relating
that
he
is
ON
farm,
a
tight wad, and
were announced, requests to
are of brass.
individuals, each with his own no good to the town. Poor, deluded for water rents, was referred to the meetings
be
I sing the songs of the world, the
excused
and for pairs were made
ambitions, bis own little hopes and de businessmen, who in their eaErneRs Committee on Private Corporations.
cratorios of history, the symphonies of sires. When it came to
House Joint Memorial No. 5. asking &DtI adjournment was taken until Mon
for the dollar that rolls, forget that
measuring
nil time.
after Bai"th and Mabry vainly
over the United States
wealth must be produced before it Congress to create another federal cir-- ! t!,y'
I am the voice of today, the herald strength
to make it Tuesday.
11,1,,
was
sought
to
MMW
referred
cuit,
the
Committee
the
can
went
to
be spent, and that swapping dol
majority ship
of tomorrow.
I weave into the warp
on
Judiciary.
House.
for
time
on
the
pieces
the
lars
rocks
being
themselves
among
does
not
make
of the past the woof of the future.
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Siingla Dill
The House had fifteen bills on the
tell the stories of peace and war alike by way of which A. B. Fall and Thorn-e- s a big prosperous city, or wealthy mer- - fun BehT government of municipalities calendar this afternoon and
yet there
B. Catron made their way to the U.
I make the human heart beat with
of more than 5,000 people, was referr- was decided pressure in favor of adS. Senate.
or
It
I
was
tenderness.
the
stir
stated on the noor of the ed to the Committee on Judiciary.
passion
journment right after the prelimiJohn Baron Burg took the splinters. House
pulse of nations, and make brave men
naries had been disposed of. Eleven
yesterday and it was not denied
Two New Bills.
He
oo braver deeds, and soldiers die.
played on the vanity of this one, or refuted by the Mends of Clovis, that
of the bills had been renorted from
Two new bills were introduced
I inspire the midnight toiler, wears the cupidity of the other, the ambi- three years ago Clovis had
tne Committee on
5,000 peothree
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
at his loom, to lift his head again and tion of a third, the weakness of a ple, that today it has only 3,000, and Senate Bill No. 135. by Laughren, to from the Committee Judiciary,
on Ways and
amend section 2, chapter 117 of the
gaze, with fearlessness, into the vasi fourth and the good sense of a fifth, that despite the fact that Clovis
kept 3Sth legislative assembly, relating to ;ucaus, one irom tne committee on
beyond, seeking the consolation of a and constructed a raft of which he is the joybells ringing day and
night,
the size of incorporated municipalities. Railroads and one from the Committee
hope eternal.
:
captain. He permitted others to imag- was wide open from end to end, and
No. 136, an Act creating an artesian cn Finance.
When I speak, a myriad people lis ine they were
the raft, permit- had really deceived itself into believ- well commission and
Catron
running
Representative
immediately
dudefining the
ten to my voice. The Saxon, the ted others to pose as floor
after the
moved that
leaders, but ing that this was the first requisite ties of the commission in
MOULTON-ESP- E
respect to the House preliminaries,
Latin, the Celt, the Hun, the Slav, the itis John Baroa burg who all the; time for town building.
adjourn to Monday after
of
on
the
wells
state
artesian
drilling
all
Hindu,
comprehend me.
is steering the ship straight into the
noon
three
out
of
to
o'clock,
respect
Contrast with it the example of lands.
I am the tireless cSrion of the news Piogressive
the memory of a former member, Will,
GENERAL AGENTS.
It
Republican harbor.
Wanted to Know,
SANTA FE, N. M.
j cry your joys ana sorrows every was in an unguarded moment that he Deming. The Windmill City too. for
iam E. Martin.
The motion carried
many years prided itself on the fact
hour, I fill the dullard's mind with
to
rose
declare
that
McCoy
forty- 37 to 4.
said:
"The
e.ultingly
that it. was not hampered with Puri two
thoughts upliiting. I am light, knowl- brsses now have to come Republican
days ago he had introduced Sen- to me if tanical ideas: 11. iuu was Wiae
Committee Meetings.
the conedge, power. I epitomize
open.
T?snlntinn 'n 1 5 nrnirMlnaJoint
nlr
The Ways and Means Committee
they want anything," and the bosses n.iu me nm.eLie wneeis. rea
f- - a
quests of mind over matter.
tQ
llgnts.
a
prohibition met this afternoon.
numerous saloons and all the concom
I am the record of all things man- are doing it.
amendment to the Constitution. It
The Committee on Education
has
Only this week, an
kind has achieved. My offspring comes
..
Albuquerque itants of a
lively town. Yet, was referred to the Committee on Con been
called for 10 a. ni. tomorrow fore- to you in the candle's glow, amid the newspaper printed a significant little despite its liveliness, its lurid attrac- stitutional Amendments and had not
noon.
AND
dim lamps of poverty, the splendor of ptrsonal telling of John Baron Burg tions, the clinking of dollars over the
been heard from since.
He hoped
The Committee on State Affairs is
riches; at sunrise, at high noon, and taking a spin in the automobile of one bars day and night, Deming was a fiat the resolution would not die
in to meet tomorrow afternoon at two
in the waning evening.
Herbert J. Hagerman.
Of course, dead town. It had three "main" lines committee without
there being some o'clock.
I am the laughter and tears of the tiifse two gentlemen conversed only of railroad, it had the trade of a vast
reason for it. A report is desired,
The Committee on Railroads meets
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Now Under the Same Managemen
world, and I shall never die until all about next fall's apple crop, but with extent of country, its businessmen good
this
be
unfavorable.
or
it
favorable
Peti
evening at 7:30 o'clock in the
return
to
the immutable dust. John Baron Burg an announced candi were live wires, and still, Deming rethings
tions signed by 23,000 people have supreme court room.
I am the printing-press- .
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
date for Congress, with an ambition to fused to grow. But three years ago,
been presented asking for a favorable
Hearing on Timber Floating Bill.
ROBERT H. DAVIS.
discovered
was
Deming
the
mat
what
the
reorganize
Republican party, with
House
The
en suit with private baths.: Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Committee
on
of
censideration
the
resolution and
Judiciary
thr desire to step into the shoes of ter. It found that a town does not grow i .. : ,j
......
1.
xi.. some uuunc
i
will meet next week, Wednesday foreutaL
iiiuiuaies
JOHN BARON BURG.
uyyaieuii
,
Splomon Luna, or Holm Bursum, or oy Its businessmen merely swapping .
noon, at ten o'clock for a public hear- Large Sample Rooms. .
THOS. DORAN,
utmaiia ior me proposea legislation.
The legislative session has ad oven Albert B.
Fall, people can not be dollars over poker games. Some wise
Barth
had a grievance too, and inci- ing on the House bill which restricts
vanced far enough to permit a weigh Warned for jumping to conclusions.
acre
the old law that a
dentally he told of a little dinner last lthe floating of timber down the Rio
ing of certain facts that appear to be
In the meanwhile, John Baron Burg dollar's worth of farm stuff produced
at the state penitentiary, at Grande.
evening
obvious. For instance, it has been de
He Was Against New County.
is working industriously. He calls to- is a dollar gained, and is worth just which the members of the committees
THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
a hundred cents more to the town
termined, that the legislature thus far
was an opponent of a new coun
PITTSBURG, 'PA.
It
and Means Commithis
Ways
gether
on
public institutions were the guests
has made the political fortune of only tee
ty, who presented two telegrams to the
in the morning and late at than the dollar spent for the lurid joys of honor. Barth has some
early
Writes the Most Liberal Forms of Insurance for
one man. That one man is not Govimportant
he is making its members be of life. The farmer cultivating an acre matters in the 06mmittee aforesaid, House Ways and Means Committee,
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ernor McDonald, who has wisely re night;,
MEN,
of
not
beans
does
make
near
as
much
he
which
had
to
written
lieve that
himself, but
are some pumpkins
frained from thrusting his hands into while he is they
noise as the racetrack tout at a race, but whenever he asks about them he forgot to sign, and not an advocate of
Let us explain to you The Famous "Self-Sustainigently imposing his will
is pleasantly and- - jokingly brushed
Policy."
the cogwheels of legislation in an ef and wishes on
but
he
is
a
new county in question.
worth whole lot more to
the
GENERAL
them. He is growing
AGENTS
aside as if questions like prohibition,
SANTA FE, N. M .
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fort to change their motion; it is not in
the
to
LEGISLATIVE
and
the
community
merchant.
POINTERS.
stature
and wisdom, he is
political
Initiative, recall, are of no conseColonel Llewellyn who was a figure
Third House Meets Tonight.
a surer foothold; he is not The land around Deming is not near quence. Committee were
appointed
of nationwide reputation before the getting
as
A meeting of the Third House of
as
attractive
that around Santa Fe, to relieve
bothering with extraneous matters nor
the Senate of some of the Representatives of the State of New became convinced that no other Pro- county conventions,
the delegates
legislature met; it is not Speaker with the distribution of federal offices, it is just as far to water and to mar
detail work but if necessary, the Sen- Mexico will be held
gressive candidate could by any pos- from which to the state convention
Baca who has been Speaker before but has one
but
7:30.
at
ket,
merchants
Deming
tonight
put
up ate should get down itself to work on
in view,
Bingle
be nominated against Mr. Taft. are as a rule identical with
and who has manipulated large politi the building up of the purpose fortunes
$10,000 a year to advertise that land,
Important bills are to be discussed. sibility
delegates
political
The contest has gone so far as' to to district conventions.
if the committee can-no- i New members will
measures
these
cal propositions ere this; but it is no of John Baron Burg. It
It will be imoffice.
of
take
and
oath
the land hungry came, they drilled
is remarkable,
cope with them. He himself is The public is cordially invited to at- make it now evident that I certainly possible for Woodrow Wilson's oppoother than John Baron Burg.
it is almost humorous, it is unprece-d- f and dug wells, they placed over them a
can be nominated against Mr. Taft nents to secure
member of the committee, and
tend. A. A. Romero, Jr., Speaker.
laid
out
"What good can come out of Nazar
gasoline
strength among disfarms
pumps,
if
the situation is the same
they
nted, but
and that either I shall be nominated or
he
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meetno
it
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trict delegates to Baltimore from this
and
land
wrorth
4
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an
50
eth?" the incredulous will ask. When
weeks from now as it is today, why
orchards,
a
else
will
be
nominated.
reactionary
state.
John Baron Burg arrived in Santa Fe John Baron Burg will be the biggest acre three years ago now readily sells. ing of the committee has yet been SPENDING THE PEOPLE'S MONEY.
What We Must Do to Be Saved.
The
on March 10 from Washington, D. C, man in New Mexico, will be on the for $30 an acre, and Deming is called or held. Around th banquet
"It is also evident that not only ev doubt. Republican result remains in
Continued irom rage One.
a man practically unknown, a man high road to Congress and through growing into a large city. The Wind-- ! trble behind the seclusion of prison
Unofficial returns do not show
ery
but
every a
progressive Republican
for either Taft or Roose.
small in stature and of the English that portal may control the great Re- mill City has hold of the key to pros- walls last evening, he was informed
majority
man
who
believes in decency and hontfcat there was no intention of holding Scranton, Pennsylvania, were sumvelt. Returns up to today show:
type against which there exists much publican party in the new state of New perity: it is laying the foundation for a
who
in
is
boss
esty
politics
moned
against
House
until
the
the
week
of
today by
first
the
Judiciary
meeting
Democrats: Wilson state convenprejudice in the popular mind, a man Mtxico. Perhaps, ambition overleaps a healthy growth that no removal of
Committee to testify in the hearing of rule and far the genuine rule of ?the tion
who belonged to what the politicians itself occasionally, perhaps others will railroad shops, no displeasure of rail- - k'?islative session next January. While
majority, fifty to sixty votes;
and
is
for
elimination
of
the
people,
called a "yellow dog faction" or party, awake to the fact that it is upon them road officials, no financial or indus-- , tlns Perhaps, is intended as a joke, it charges against Judge Robert W. Arch- - special privilege and for efficient en twelve districts assured to Wilson, one
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court.
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so
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and
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destroy.
that had only five representatives that John Baron Burg is building his trial panic
deavor to secure social and industrial for: Harmon, none for Clark, one
such various dirctions, that it Eoland is one of the accusers of the
and one divided.
members of temple of fame, but it is not likely,
Deming shows the way, Clovis and lJcmi
among the seventy-thre- e
can achieve his purposes 'only
justice,
and furnished the Department
"
the legislature; a man who had made for at present, if they want anything Santa Fe should follow. Let first KdG Decme a serious question, uramp-thinc- s jurist,
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candidacy.
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un- - of Justice with information relative to
' Virtue Personified.
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no reputation that any one had par they must go to John Baron Burg, and
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not
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is of no con
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ticularly
before;
"My
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personal
doing
ed
Archbald
and Edward J. cern one
by Judge
plaint too. He has a measure, one
with his two inseparable companions, a favor when he bestows upon them effect for cause.
way or the other, but.it haft
Williams' on culm bank property. The
bill
whose
upon
he
particular
passage
freshmen
two Scotch collies, seemed reserved, wl.at was their's in the first place.
Declaim ' and Orate This
pens that at this time I typify and
hac set his heart, an Act providing for Bolands will appear when the commitwhich
cause
can
on
the
Afternoon
British Stenography
embody
great
anything but a mixer or a free spend Even Speaker Baca lowers his voice
Colonel J. G. Albright of the New
ccunty high schools. It had slumber- - tee has concluded its examination of ly be furthered by supporting me.
er, a man utterly foreign to the New perceptibly when he calls John Baron
Teacher.
on
Williams
culm
bank
property. The
an.other'ed in the committee on Education, of
'Almost everywhere I haveV': been
Mexico atmosphere, many astute poll Burg to order.
,uu. u juuRca ie .m tie re which
is chairman, for six stand.
able to appear personally in this cam
Walter Norton, pupil of the late Sir
ticians thought he was a man who
There is the old story of the man called, why not juries?" he asks. There weeks McCoy
and no tidings have yet reachpaign and fight the bosses we have Isaac Pitman, and a British short
could be ignored without danger.
who created Frankenstein, and the i a tip for the platform makers
at ed the outside world
ROOSEVELT
IS
ONLY
CANDIDATE.
beaten them, and I ask that Minnesota hand teacher, addressed the high
of the disposition
One of his Albuquerque colleagues House leaders are beginning to have Clovis next Tuesday.
Surely, juries oi
stand behind Oregon and Illinois, school pupils today on his system of
Crampton's pet.
asked: "Who is this man, Burg?" a dim, uncanny, uncertain sense of are mistaken oftern than judges.
(Continued r rora fage One.)
Holt poured oil on the troubled waPennsylvania and Nebraska, Maine, shorthand.
a
is
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a
doubt, and one or two of them, are aljoke down
way.
'Oh, he
This afternoon the freshmen of the
Kansas and Maryland in this fight.
ters. He suggested pleasantly that a
me as President practically all of the
pocket edition of Neill B. Field. He ready asking: "How can we get rid HOUSE HOLDS BRIEF SESSION. motion in
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"THEODORE
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at
proper time,
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was elected by the purest accident of this boss whom we have created?"
bosses in the Republican party
gave the following program:
to have a committee report, or to whis- big
and was ndminated because no one Bui they will find it is much harder
me
so
dislike
heartily that they op- REPUBLICAN RESULT
(Continued from page one.)
Music, Nellie Nusbaum.
per a word politely in private to the
dreamed for a moment he could be
posed Mr. Taft's nomination because
push him aside, than they found it
"Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, John
IN TEXAS IN DOUBT.
a
chairman
of
be
committee,
I favored it. They were afraid that
to place him in command when the ed Senate Bill No. 128. to amend
elected,'' was the answer.
Walter.
the more effective than a public might
scolding Mr.
would give them the same
And yet, today, the
Roosevelt Got Olear Majority but
Guilty or Not Guilty, Thelma Stephlegislature whim of the moment prompted theai Compiled Laws of 1897, in regard to iu achieving a desired result. The kind Taft
of trouble that I gave them.
ens.
diinces when this man whistles, the to elevate him.
issuing saloon licenses in towns and committees and their members
Were Uninstructed
Enough
have
"After
three
years and a half expecities, with recommendation that it
'The Theater Party, Irma Stephens.
to Destroy Lead. Republican organization has met its
worked industriously on every import- rience of Mr.
Taft, since he has been
Mr. Bob, Helen Knapp.
Waterloo from his hands, he is even THE DEMING VS. CLOVIS METHOD. pass. The committee reported a sub- ant measure
Wire
to
New
Leased
Special
(By
Mexican)
because
and
all of them elected, these same men have turned
e
Ruth Moore.
.Music,
Clovis won a victory In the House stitute for House Bill Xo. 130, an
planning to reorganize the party end
10
Texas
Under Texas '
Dallas,
May
Slave Act. It was ordered have not been reported out, for good around and heartily favor his
The Yarn of the Nancy BeH, Albert
to become its "boss," beg pardon, it's yesterday by securing e state normal
law and political party usage, the state
a
is
reasons,
not
cause
were
me
perhaps,
to
four
.
They
just
opposed
Wheelon.
"leader," and has announced himself school, as far as the say-sof the printed.
for fault finding.
years ago as they are opposed to me conventions, Democrats at Houston, a Some Old Birds Aire
Bills on Third Reading.
as a candidate for Congress, the House is concerned.
Taught, ituth
and
at
Fort
both
now.
Republican
Worth,
McCoy resented the imputation that
They were opposed to Mr. Taft
Moore.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
At the same time, deserved or not,
greatest gift that the voters can
he was impolite in
for the four years ago when they had not tried took place May 28, may claim
What the Little Girl Said, Frances
Clovis received a wack eye. No town No. 90, prescribing qualifications for whereabouts of his asking
directly upon any man.
to reject or ratify district del- Leeson.
and him as President and they heartily
resolution,
was
17
to
officers,
appointive
passed
Baron
advansome
John
any longer desires to be advertised
Burg had
him now.
egates, thirty two of whom are yet to ,The Island of Cyprus, Nellie Nusno. The act requires Holt smilingly replied that he had not support
1, Evans,
tages when he appeared upon the leg- as a "wide-open- "
be elected, by each party, in addition baum.
place, a community residence voting
"There is Just One Candidate."
intended to accuse McCoy of impen
of
at
two
least
in
years
islative stage. He had no one to look where vice is permitted to flaunt Itself New
"These men include, for instance, to the eight delegates at large chosen
The Wreck of the Hesperus, Anita
Mexico before appointment, ex- liieness.
out for but himself, he had nothing to unchecked.
Mr. Gallinger in New Hampshire, Mr. by the state conventions.
rose
to
Barth
a
of
question
Wientge.
personal
educahowever,
of
cepting
employes
lose, he knew how to take advantage
AMrich in Rhode Island, Mr. Penrose
On the face of the returns from
Clovis, no doubt. Is neither better tional institutions and those at pres
Music, Miss Laura Wood.
of an unparalleled political situation nor
in Pennsylvania, Mr. Kealing in Indiworse, than other towns similarly ent employed.
The bill originally re
a the psychological moment; he had situated, but it was
Mr.
in
Lorimer
ana,
Messes.
Illinois,
correctly stated quired residence of only one year, but
no past that any one knew of, he has on the floor of the House
Guggenheim and Evans, in Colorado,
that parents, Miera moved to amend, making it
inMr. Calhoun and the Southern Pacific FOR THE WOMAN WHO THINKS AND FEELS.
habits of consistent and marvelous
no matter how "liberal" they are about "two" years and the amendment was
Some women complain that they periodically suffer from dull and heavy feeN
railway crowd in California, and the
dustry, be had no particular preju- those things, will not send their chil- adopted.
ings, or dizziness in the head, nervousness, pain and bearing-dow- n
feelings which
Moncrowd
in
dices against any one or anything.
Amalgamated
Copper
dren to school In communities
in
should not occur to the normel healthy woman. But most every woman is subject
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
tana; and in your own state they
John Baron Burg had evidently wnicn joybells are ringing all the Xo. 117, the common
these
to
at
some
in
time
her
pains
life, due to abnormal conditions in life, such,
drinking cup bill
Mr. Smith and Mr. Tawney. The as
d
st idled British or German or French time; that people who have retired di Pankey, was passed
corsets,
strength, bad oir, poor or improper food, wet feet, sluggish
nation-widunanimously,
a
is
fight
fight of the plain liver, etc. A regulator and female tonio made from native medicinal roots with
pcrliamentary history; and dug into from work or business to expend their 18 voting, Miera making the motion
people against the bosses.
pure glycerin, and without the use of alcobol, called
the fact that in those countries, very accumulated means do not select the that it be passed. The bill especially
"There is just one candidate whom
DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION,
often, not any of the many parties has wide open town as a place of resi- provides that pupils in public schools
it is possible to nominate against the bat proven its value in thousands
of cases, like the following:
a clear majority in the legislative dence and investment.
should be provided
with separate
bosses and it is myself. Every vote
Mr3. Doha M. Martin, of Auburn, Nebr.. Route 1, Box 84,
bodies, that a single man by skillful
Yet, there are hard headed business drinking cups.
I thought I would write you In regard to what your medicines seys:
for every other candidate from now on
have
Action on Senate Bill No. 128, rela-tivdone for ' me. 1 have used them Tor thirty years for female trouble
combinations can make himself the men, even in Santa Fe, who deceive
is in ireality a vote for Mr. Taft."
and general weakness with the very best result, and tbey have saved
to the issuing of liquor licenses
dominant factor. It was a new game themselves into believing that noise
me hundreds of dollars in doctors' bills. I buy the ' Favorite PrescripThe fight is against the bosses in
in incorporated municipalities, on the
tion and ' Gelden Medical Discovery ' and take them together. I never
In New Mexico, where either one or and gayety are
Minnesota, as it is everywhere else. A
prosperity, are good
was disappointed in your remedies and take pleasure in recommending;
was
deferred until Monday.
the other party had a clear majority for business, make a town rich and calendar,
them to any suffering lady. I am now almost fifty years old ; at forty-fivote for Mr. Taft is a vote for the
I took your medicines, both kinds, and I passed that period very
Message By the Governor.
from
time
where great and populous, which is all a
immemorial,
is
a
it
vote
for
bosses;
for
Lorimer,
and left me fat and healthy. I feel like a young girl.
easily
A message from Governor McDonald
even in this legislature, the Republi- ghastly mistake and just as absurd as
If any lady cares to write me, I will gladly tell her mora about
Penrose, for Guggenheim, for Gallin
the good work of your medicines."
announced
that
he
had
Senate
signed
cans had two thirds, and were so cock- the efforts of a man to lift himself by
ger and for all the rest of them; and
Da. Pierce's Great Family Doctor Book, The People's
sure of their control that they failed his bootstraps. These deluded busi- Bill No. 112, appropriating $12,500 for 11
it is a vote for these men whether it
Common Sense Medical Adviser, newly revised
p
fcj
to recognize that both ot the . great nessmen forget the first principle of legislative printing and supplier
is cast in Minesota or in Massachuedition of 1008 pages, answers hosts of delicate question
Bill Referred.
Stops Coughs Cures Colds setts, or in Ohio, or New Jersey or
which every woman, tingle or married, ought to know.
parties were divided into factions political economy, that passing a dol- Amended
House
Bill
No.
116,
the
Sent frtt in cloth binding to any address on receipt of 31
California.
with ideas farther- apart than usually lar from hand to hand, does not ere.
unlform chd
ot
w wag refepr(J
Mas.
JaUamc.
for sale by elLlruggUts.
stamps, to cover ooct of wrapping and aaailiaf only.
"I became a candidate only when I
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FASHIONABLE MILLIN-

I have come to see that cleverness, agencies.
C. R. Greenfield went to Santa Fe ERY.
Come
success, attainment, count for little;
He .
that goodness or "character" is the on Sunday, returning Tuesday.
of
important factor in life. G. Romanes. was summoned to act on the federal
petit jury but on account of urgent:
chnnpc
Sheriff Ramon Gallegos of Las Ve- work at this time of the year was excused.
Mr.
Greenfield
but
has
a
is
Santa Fe visitor.
nothing
gas
Mrs. h. O. Moore is visiting with praise for Judge Pope and says he is
man
the
for
the place. Moriarty Mesfriends at Seattle, Washington.
Tomas Narvais, a miner of San senger.
125 Palace Ave.
V. D. Arrighi, a prosperous
merPedro, is in the city on business.
H. O. Snyder, a Pueblo, Colorado, chant of Santa Fe, is attending the
insurance man. is visitine Carl Hishon. retailers convention. Mr. Arrighi was clred that the density of population
Attorney General and Mrs. Frank Evei'al years' ago a resident of Alba was the only just way of arriving at a
W. Clancy went to Albuquerque' ' last (luerque and since removing to the an proper charge for passenger traffic.
cient city, has accumulated a fair He called attention to what had been1
.. .
evening. .
competence and stored away some- - done in other states and that Gover- Mrs. Allan McGillivray and
Mexico ror Hughes of New York had vetoed
down from Santa Fe this eve- thing for a wet day.
Democrat.
a three cent rate bill because he he- ning. Estancia News.
Attorney R. W. D. Bryan who deliv-- !
Juan Sisneros, a farmer of Pena
red the commencement address at!law without
Blanca, is in the city visiting friends
fim invStigating tondi.
the Presbyterian mission school, re-- , t
,,,
and transacting business.
.
,. v.
ms
w
milieu
uuiiie in Aiuuquerque
Agnes Peaster, the milliner of AlMr. Fox pointed out that the average
buquerque, is a visitor in the city and yesterday.
The Misses Brown and Blackford, railroad was handling passenger trafa guest at the Montezuma.
teachers in the Presbyterian mission fic today, at a loss and that the roads
John W. Roberts has arrived at
c iuld not operate were it not for the
where he has raken the posi- school, left the city yesterday for Chicago. Miss Brown will visit with her freight traffic. He said that the El
tion of assistant to the U. S. consul.
in Illinois and Miss Black- Pr.so and Southwestern
lost $7,000
H. G. Souders, formerly a resident of parents'
ford will go on to Louisville, Kentucky, last year on its dining car service
Estancia, but now of Santa Fe, came where the
general assembly of the alone.
in on the evening train. Estancia
Presbyterian church will meet. Later
T. D. Skeen, representing the order
Xews.
Miss Blackford will visit at lier home of
B. W. Robbins of the Denver & Rio
railway trainmen, made a strong
in San Jose. California.
for the full crew bill. He cited
Grande, formerly a resident of Santa
p'ea
Governor and Mrs. McDonald returnseveral instances of recent date, where
Fe, left this forenoon for his home at ed this noon from
Albuquerque where fata! and costly wrecks
Denver.
might have
attended the banquet of the Re- been
Mark B. Thompson, the attorney of they
averted had there been but one
tail Dealers' Association last evening.
Las Cruces, arrived in Santa Fe last
Edwin J. Becker, secretary of the more man to the train crew in order
to carefully perform the many duties
evening and registered at the Palace.
Congress and on his
Mr. Thompson was formerly of Santa
from Kansas City to Phoenix. now imposed upon the crews by the
way
Fe.
Arizona, called on Governor McDon- railroads for the safety of the public.
Dorothy Griffin, daughter of Mr. and ald this afternoon.
J. V. Hawks, general superintend- Mrs. W. E. Griffin, operated on yesPaz Valverde, candidate for con- - ent of the El Paso & Southwestern
terday for appendicitis, is reported to gressman on the Democratic ticket system, of El Paso, opposed the bill
be doing very nicely at tho Sanitari- last
year, arrived last night, from and, in a vigorous speech, declared
um.
Santa Fe and will spend a day or two that on his road elone such a law
.1.
G. Albright, editor of the here. He is from
Colonel
Clayton. Albuquer- v ould increase the operating expenses
New Mexico Democrat, arrived in the que Journal.
$750,000 yearly, for which exjienditure
capital last evening from his home in
On her way to her home in New the road would
get no tangible results
Monteand
is
the
at
Albuquerque
York from an extended trip to the .in return.
Passenger Traffic Manager
zuma.
Pacific coast, where she went on
Horn-- !
Miss Aimee Wittman taken to St. busines sconnected with fhe Gould Aen of the Rock Island, and E.
ing, of the El Paso & Southwestern
Vincent's Sanitarium for serious intes- railroad
properties in the west, in
t'nal trouble, is reported to be recov- which she is a large stockholder, Miss system also spoke against this bill .
Several railroad conductors includdeemed
no
is
ering and
operation
Helen Miller Gould passed through
ing H. J. Tompkins of Albuquerque,
necessary.
Lamy last evening.
and Snodgrass of Las Vegas, appeared
The Most Reverend Archbishop J.
before the committee in opposition to
B. Pitaval of Santa Fe, will confirm a
DEATH OF W. E. MARTIN
the three cent rate bill. They deMonon
mission
class at the Moriarty
CAME THROUGH ACCIDENT. clared that it was a matter of business
day afternoon, May 27, 1912. Moriarwith them. That with a three cent
ty Messenger.
Walked Out of Third Story Window rate
bill, the railroads could not give
of the United
J. E. Davenport,
in First National Bank Building
the present standard of service, that
States Indian service, arrived in the
Last Night.
they would not operate so many pascity from his home in Espanola yester
trains and that therefore, they
day afternoon and is stopping at the
William E. Martin, well known senger
would not employ so many trainmen
Montezuma.
.
no.- give the public so efficient service.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls will sail fori
.
kiamivii mm jiiic insL venule,,
uertin Conductor
Europe on the Franconia from Boston came as a result
Snodgrass dwelt on the
of a fall from the
on Tuesday. May 14. Dr. Rolls has
of railroading in the
nature
costly
of the First Na- been doing hospital work since he ar- third , story. window
.
.,,.
state, due to the mountains, and said:
i
r
oaiitL
liuiicti
ouii
aiiuibcu
ojiiuuig,
rived in the east.
railroads in New Mexico
ad- that the
A. H. Hudspeth, chairman of the street, to the roof below of the
not
make the same passenger
could
Democratic state central committee.! joining Delgado building. The acci- rates that they did in Massachusetts
of
between
dent
the
hours
happened
arrived in Santa Fe from his home in
or other more populous states, beWhite Oaks last evening and is stop- 7 and 8 o'clock last evening. First to cause the business which they rea
A.
reach his side, was Carl
Bishop,
ping at the Montezuma.
ceived did not justify it.
R. E. Twitchell, the solicitor for the brother Elk, about an hour after the
Representative Vargas made a
A. T. & S. F. railroad, and good roads accident, who lad come to take him
to
memlocal
The
the
Sanitarium.
speech in Spanish, in which he said
booster, arrived in Santa Fe from his
home in Las Vegas last evening and bers of the Elks' lodge had taken cog- that if the people, through the legisnizance of his irresponsible
actions lature, could not get fair treatment
is a guest at the Palace.
R. C. Dillon the motor car man, and for the past few weeks and plans had f,'(,m the railroads, such as was acthen
of
other
states,
corded
counbeen
all
but consummated for placing
Mrs. Dillon of Encino, Torrance
people
ty, arrived yesterday afternoon from him where he could be taken care of. t'uey would appeal to the corporation
A committee consisting
of J. D. commission and, if unsuccessful there,
Albuquerque with the Roswell party
and registered at the Palace.
Sena, Carl Bishop and T. F. Blandy would adopt a constitutional amendLee S. Miller, examiner of surveys having completed arrangements for ment to give them what they demandfor the general land office, arrived in the reception of Mr. Martin at the San- ed.
Santa Fe yesterday afternoon and is itarium sent Mr. Bishop to assist in
The committee will meet again this
a guest at the Palace. Washington,
his effects together in the evening. The meetings may extend ingetting
near- D. C, is Mr. Miller's headquartars.
rooming house in the Bank building to the coming week. There are
Frank Spengler of Bethlehem, Pa., where Martin has been living.
Mr. ly twenty railroad measures penumg
has taken up his home for the summer
was accompanied to the room before these committees, two of the
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium. His Bishop
of
occupied
by Martin by Charles Webb, important ones being the hours
brother Frank is at present in Albufound no one in the room. Look-- . v.ce act and the full crew bill.
querque but expects to return to this Inz nut of the window. Mr Rishnn saw
J. S. Harris, secretary of the cham- city.
of commerce, yesterday took the
ter
L. Bradford Prince will what he thought was the body of a
officials tor an auio
railroad
man
name
and
the
called,
"Billy."
return tomorrow after an absence of
the city and in this vicinity
through
"I'm
Martin.
here," replied
several weeks. He went to Denver
to urge upon them the advantages of
to
to
a
from here and after transacting busisecond
the
floor
Hurrying
always boosting Santa Fe as one of
o
ness at several Colorado points made window overloking the roof of the
the
greatest tourist attractions in the
a hurry trip to New York and other
building, they reached the injur- southwest and to show how the aneastern cities.
ed man with a hastily procured ladof the new state was
J. J. Allen of the Occidental Fire In- der. At this time Mr. Sena arrived cient Capital
surance Company, was in Santa Fe to- - with the cab that had been ordered to enmhinina- her attractions of the days
past wUh gome o the most modern
take Martin to the Sanitarium "1in the
hiiilrllrtfre nnH hnmpR
no time before the breath left the
country.
body was Martin unconscious. At the
KAUNE
TO DECIDE FATE
H.
CO. .Sanitarium he was attended by Dr.
Standley G. Small who said after an
OF AMU EMENTS.
come
death
would
examination that
shortly. Several ribs had been brok(Continued Frara Pag One.)
en, the liver ruptured, and other Infor
of a large number.
juries sustained.
"Did you jump out of the window or
At a meeting held yesterday, it Is
how did It happen?" Mr. Bishop asked reported, that practically it has been
USE
decided to retire but one bishop and
the dying man.
"I just wanted to get out," replied that four only should be elected, and
Martin, "and I thought that was as one of these may be a missionary
There are approximately 200
bishop.
good a way as any."
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLE
In explanation of this, it was said candidates for bishop. Four bishops
ARE OVER.
that Martin was not permitted to have died since the conference at Balthe
leave the building at night, since lie timore and if this plan is followed,
than
Flour quality varies acwalked from the porch of the Delgado church will have one less bishop
reIf the commit!
cording to wheat quality.
block tbe night before. Those who four years ago.
to.
at
the
is
meeiing
completed
port
Poor wheat mean? poor
were with Martin during his last moit probably will be presented to
flour, poor flour means
ments are convinced that he did not night,conference
tomorrow, and the bal- the
poor bread. The gluten
, commit suicide, but that his mental lntincr nn hiahnna will ho hopnn Mnn- condition made him irresponsible and
in hard wheat is the eleday. or Tueg(jay.
ment that makes the
(hat he walked out of the bathroom
of
distance
that
the
without
bread raise. Hard wheat
thought
is rich in gluten that's
lay between himself and the roof below.
why it's hard. The more
.As Martin was fully conscious up to
gluten the wheat conthe moment of his death a coroner's
tains the less flour you
Doilies, Center Pieces,
inquest was thought unnecessary.
have to use that's why
his
Is
dead
survived
The
ma"
by
the use of BOSS PATENT
widow and a brother John Martin,
Towels, Dresses,
FLOUR means real econboth of whom reside in Cerrillos. Fuomy, better results and
neral arrangements have not been
and Sets.
better treatment of your
made as yet.
digestive organs. :: ::

trimmed

large display

an

hat natfprnc

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN

PERSONAL MENTION

iAGE FIVE

and see our

Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. lAUGHLIN,

day on his way home to the Duke City,
after an absence of six weeks on com
pany business. He has just completed
arrangements for the company to en- ter the Colorado field, and planted six!

FE.. X. M.

Asst. Cashier

i

-

think you will need
in
line
it will pay you to
that
anything
look over our offerings this week. We determined, some six months ago, to com
pletely close our entire line of shoes, and have
sold every pair of men's and women's high
shoes we had, but have1 a nice selection of children's, misses' and women's low Oxfords.
These we are offering to-dat much below
our first cost. No old, shelf-handlgoods to
show you, but new styles-up-to-da- te
goods that
are dependable. Some splendid numbers woF you wear shoes and

!

j

baby-cam-

Established

1856,

New-Stat-

1903

Incorporated

Ladies' Waists

l,.,l

STRICTLY NEW

STRICTLY FASHIONABLE
ii

ay

ed

men's and misses' shoes made by Krippendorf
Dittman that are hard to beat at half price.

Original Sale Price was

1.75io
Barefoot Sandals

i

For One Week Only

PvSl?-"1,for98cts-

'

.

Take Care of Your Complexion by Carrying a NOBBY SILK
PARASOL.
We have the kind you will be pleased to carry.

SEUAN
P.

1

f
Jl-

BROS. COMPANY.

O. Box, 219.

:

Phone 36.

:

Glorieta Battle Field
CUE

CAn
lUlV

J ALE--

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

I
I
jjj

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

REAL

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

1.15

"

25

1.65, "

.50

"

1.00

W. N. TOWNSEND
Representing the

k

CO.

The Price Maker

ROYAL TAILORS.

K3B9D3I

FIRE

FIRE

INSURANCE

r0
L

YOU WANT TO PURCHASE a four room
House and Lot on corner of San Francisco rn
and Jefferson Sts. that will ADVANCE IN z
VALUE ? A Cash Proposition.

c

L

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

HEALTH--

ACCIDENT

DO IT

:

N.

70

M.

2n
ra

LIABILITY

RIGHT!!

When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE
When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

ser-The- y

UNDERTAKING

u-i-

f JO

"

2.25,

90 to

;4.00,now 1.50
$ .75 and $1.00

All our shoes are on the Bargain Counter, and these prices
are made to move and convert them into money. No charge
made on this lot. It will pay you to borrow. the cash and pay
50 per cent., if necessary, for them. You will save money.

j

I

$3.00 to

Misses' Grammar School Shoes, $1.50 to $2.25, now

Trans-Mississip-

STRICTLY RIGHT IN EVERY RESPECT

$2.25, now $1.00

'

COMPANY.

n nan

Del-gad-

When YourGlassesBreak

Narcissus, Daffodils m Tulips
Many Fine Varieties

i

SEND THEM TO

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to OccuHsts' Prescription.
BY FIRST MAIL.

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes

j

Mli'rfV
;

"V

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

.

Inspect Them.

B. TONNIES,

204 W. Palace Ave

funki

& Night.

rooms in cobbkIJob.

222Sai Francisco Street

;

FRESH

Regular Meals 25c H.

Bot ft Cold Baths.

Electric

LUPE

Llrjts

flEUEIA, Prop

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of,
Every Description. Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco- X
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.
5
5an Franrisn
r --v m.
ww. s

......

Reliable Jeweler

gat Ion and that such an investigation
could only properly be made through
the corporation commission which
DULY. could take several months and thoroughly probe the cost of transportation and the many other matters
into the question. He showed

VEGETABLES

S. KAUNE

5

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

tabulated figures indicating the
of population in every
state
through which the Santa Fe lines pass
cr.d these figures placed New Mexico's
population at the bottom of the list on
a square mile basis. Mr. Black de- den-p.'t-

y

Street

J

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

am?

ffETAi l

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

MISS A. MUG LER,
Southeast of Plaza.

S. C.

1
YUIMiTT

n U

CAPITAL COAL YARD

(Continued from Page One.)

Grape Fruit, Apples.

Short Orders run Day

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

Scarfs

EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYE AGREE

415 Palace Avenue.

::-- ::

JEWELRY

Stamped Linens,

Grapes, Oranges,

Coronado Restaurant

Phone. Black 204.

BossPatent Flour

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

Pansv Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks,
themums, and other hardy perennials.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

WORK RETURNED

8

S.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

PI ANTS

50c and 75c per doz.

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

Buff Orpingtons

Eggs for Hatching.

i
J7 1

ETA

iUU

For

CBAS. A. WHEELON,
:

hone Red 204.

I

13 Eggs
k

313 Palace Ave.

FIRST-CLAS-

S

HACK SERVICE.

ror nire at ropuiarrncesDuggies ana saame Horses.
CORRICK'S HACK LINE!

:::

THEODORE C0RRICK,

Phone Black 132.

Prop'r

a
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RATON NEW MEXICO

ftot

Miles

Cnnaumptljn is a flutteriim disenie
t'lmse
th:it Is one of Its chief dnuisers.
wbo have It are rarely willing to acfat-tknowledge the
If this trouhle is present. It Is no time
for trilling. Don't waste time In argu"cold" has long perment. If a
sisted; if a eoiiKh is present that keeps
yon anxio:is. or any of the symptoms aie
present such as lever or niht sweats,
weakness and loss of appetite, and perhaps, some raising of mucus do the sensible tliinir: take K kinan's Alterative, as
Mr. Bettersworth did.
Bowling Green, Ky., R. No. 4.
"Gentlemen: I wish to say for your
Alterative that I lielieve It to lie a medicine of unequnlfd value for all Bronchial
nud Luns trouhle.
The Sprint; of VMM, I had a severe
I tried all the
coiiL'h for six months.
medicine that uiy friends and doctors
u-tn uie. hut no results came
for the better. I had night sweats, and
would cough and spit up every nnim
until I got so weak 1 could hardly do anything. But at last, James 1 leering, ot
Glasgow Junction, insisted that I try your
medicln?, which I ordered at once and
In one week's
began taking the sime.
time there was quite an Improvement In
I
had taken sevand
after
niv condition,
eral bottles I felt as well as ever in my
wrote any firm or company
life. I
a litter recommending their medicine
as there art so unyiy fakes that a
medicine of genuine quality don't get
credit or even tried.
"I desire the world to know that 1
firmly believe that your Kckman's Alterative will cure any case of lung trouble It
taken lief.ire the Inst stage. 1 will gladly
v.te nersonallv to any party wauling Information In regard to your wonderful
medicine." (Signed AfHdevin
A. O. BKTTEKSWOUTII.
Kckiuan's Alterative is effective In BronHav Fever: Throat and
Asthma.
chitis,
l.ung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
svstem. Ioes not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases nml write to Kckman
Laboratory, i'hiladelphia. l'a.. for more evidence. For sale by all lending druggists and

Company.

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
(2) M

Believes This will "Care
Lung Troubles"

k

Louis Rocky Ml

5 (10
4 52
1 42
4

25

p m

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
i Stage for Van Houten. N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, K M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
by Zook's Parmacy,
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
W

V

W W

"V

PIO ARRIBA COUNTY DELE
GATION UNINSTP.UCTED.

K

The Rio Arriba county Democratic
convention at Espanola, was attended
by some sixty Democrats. It selected
a delegation for which J. H. Crist will
carry the proxies to the Clovis Slate
convention. He will work for the selection of Felix Garcia as one of the
delegates to the national convention.
The Rio Arriba county delegation is
uninstructed.
Karl Green appeared before the convention on behalf of the
maintenance of permanent Democratic

When Going

EAST

WEST

or

Santa Fe.

USE THE

state headquarters.

DIOCTANDK

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

SHORTEST LINE TO

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexicc
Assistant District Attorney, Firs.
Judicial District
17-1- 8

Denver. Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorney
Practice In r.ie Distri t Court
rfirii as before the Supreme Court o

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

'.tie territory.
unit Cruces,

G. W. PAICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice in all the Ditrict Court-an- d
gives spoclai attention to caset
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln Bits, Santa i'a N. H

New Mexico Military

Institute

CHAS. W. G. WARD,
District Attorney for Fourth Judicial
District.
New Mexice
ias Vbgas,

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

fbe

West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department at "Distinguished Institution." Arm officers detailed by Wai

Cqr.

?

HARRY D. MOULTON

Department.

Artnenev-at-La-

Through Academic course, preparing jt ung men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vu(l
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during th
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
11
graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnlBhed, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIXLEY.

For particulars and illustrated

Santa fe,

W1

n&fi-

-

AHorneys-at-Law-

lit.
I HI

.

91

H. L. ORTIZ.
Attorney and Counsetlor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts n
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexlec

Leave
8:10 a. in., to connect with No.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.

p. m.

ADVEH-TISE-

Tell your story to
2,000,000

Fe at

Readers 'or

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
6.
Office

Hours 8a. m. to
And by Appointment

Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
p.

fare for the
round trip from all points
in New Mexico,
rd

m.

5

p. ru

fr

tne Beien cut-of- f
Passengers
8TANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
and Pecos Valley points should now
Physician and Surgeon.
leave at 3:30 p. ai. instead of 7:20
Office and Residence
Washingtoi
.
as heretoior-Connection leaves Al- Ave. next door to Public Library.
t 7:55 r-- m. instead of Office lours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. a
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
i t. p. ix. Evenlrgs.
D. & ft. a. Ry.
Phone Black 47.

'

$19.10
From Santa Fe, N. M.
DATES OF SALE :
May 11th to Uth,

Return Limit, May 10th,

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO

westbound.

May 14th, 1912.
one-thi-

Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlln Block
Phone Red 162.

Ljave Santa Fe at 8:56 p. m. to con
rect with No. 8 astbound and No. s Phone Red

CLOVIS, N. M.,
One and

3

MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.

Twelve Dollars.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10 We will place your
advertisep. m.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' SunLeave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
day issue, for $12 per insertion. Deconect with No. 1 westbound and No.
scriptive circular FREE.
2 eastbound.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
AGENCY,
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
Taos, New Mexico.
nect with No. 1 westbound and No. 4
eastbound.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Returnin6 arrive at Santa

CONVENTION

1912-

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY."

-

BL0GS HUMORS
Every pore and gland of the skin is employed in the necessary work of
preserving its smooth, even texture, softening and cleansing it and regulating the temperature of our bodies. This is done by an evaporation through,
each tiny outlet, which goes on continually day and night. When the blood
becomes infected with humors and acids a certain percentage of these
impurities also pass off with the natural evaporation, and their sour, fiery
nature irritates and inflames the skin, and dries up its natural oils, causing
pimples, boils, pustules or some itching rash, or hard, scaly skin affection.
S. S. S. cures skin troubles of every kind by neutralizing the acids and
d
circuremoving the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
lation, builds it up to its normal strength and thickness, multiplies its
nutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it in every way. Then the skin,
instead of being irritated and diseased by the exuding acrid matter, is
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
8. S. S., the greatest of blood purifiers, expels all foreign matter and surely
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum and all other diseases and
affections of the skin. It removes pimples, blackheads, and other unsightly blemishes from the skin and assists in restoring a good complexion.
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice desired free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

(From the New Mexican of Tuesday Evening, May 10, 1912.)
Levi A. Hughes fust back from Fort and the Ramona Indian School have
Defiance, brings the story of a serious arrived here and they will be the finuprising on the Navajo reservation. A est structures in the Southwest.
tenderfoot storekeeper, E. T. Allen,
Colonel Arrizu, Lieutenant Gutierrez
had a row with a Navajo, and in the and Luis Rincon were shot at Guay-ma- s
scuffle the Indian was shot. Allen
by order of court martial for vioand those with him, locked themselves lating the neutrality laws by crossing
up in the store building when other the border into the United States with
Navajoes came up, raided the store troops to release a prisoner.
and carried off $5,000 worth of mer- - j
Editorial.
"The south was unanimously for the
chandise. One of the white men es-caped from the house and notified passage of the interstate commerce
Fort Wingate. A squad of regulars law, and now the south Is unanimouswas sent to the reservation and the ly against the enforcement of the law.
After the They really do not know what they
Navajoes were dispersed.
Allen shooting, the Indians raided the want in the south."
"Under the new Republican city
Sampson store and more trouble is
in
reform
brewing.
government
Chicago
wdl.
Hon. Trinidad Alarid left last even- means reform. They are not dishing
S. E. Nolan and Mrs. Nolan, Rosing on a pleasure trip to New York. up the snide article to which people of
well.
Mrs. A. B. Bartlett, mother of Col. New Mexico are being treated by the
Montezuma.
Palace.
E. L. Bartlett, arrived last evening present
reform
Democratic
J. W. Ridge, Louisville.
Frank R. Stone, El Paso.
from the East and will remain some administration of this territory."
.7. E. Davenport,
C. Van Arsdale and Mrs. Van
Espanola.
little time in the city.
"The New Mexican furnishes emJ. G. Albright, Albuquerque.
Denver.
Fired by the example of Santa Fe ployment for from twenty to thirty
W. S. Rose, San Francisco.
W. R. Reber, Las Cruces.
businessmen subscribing $5,000 to drill men all the year around. It pays out
A. H. Hudspeth, White Oaks.
F. M. Williams, Raton.
for artesian water, Raton is about to in salaries and wages alone over
Agnes Peaster, Albuquerque.
Charles Watlington, Albuquerque.
a year. This money is disbursed
make a similar attempt.
E. N. Nixon, Denver.
D.
J.
Nodgrass, Albuquerque.
The sprinkling cart idea seems to in Santa Fe weekly, and is spent in the
E. J. Evans, Kansas City, Mo.
M.
Mandler, Albuquerque.
have petered out.
town. From the standpoint of local
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
R. C. Dillon and Mrs. Dillon, Encino.
There seems to be fair prospect of pride alone, every businessman should
J. J. Collins, Denver.
D B. Saunders, Encino.
Santa Fe soon boasting of a modern carry his advertisement in the colE. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
Mark B. Thompson, Las Cruces.
opera house. The businessmeen are umns of the New Mexican and the
Henry S. Saxe, Chicago.
S. Miller, Washington, D. C.
Lee
businessman who does not, is hurting
discussing it.
P. G. Stockart, Chicago.
E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
R.
There is great disappointment in his home town and his own interests
Coronado.
Co.
Howard Nugent, "The Barrier"
the Mesilla Valley because the railway to a far greater PXtent than the few
Zacarias Rodriguez. Denver.
J. Patterson and Mrs. Patterson,
officials did not go south from Santa dollars a week that a good advertising
S. Santistevan, Costilla.
West Side, la.
Fe after the annual stockholders meet- space would cost him. Do the people
Jim Bothwell, City.
Mildred Browning, "Barrier" Co.
ing of the Santa Fe here. However, of Santa Fe ever stop to think that the
Jose Blancasa, El Paso.
Co.
del
I.ucretia
"Barrier"
Valle,
one of them purchased $20,000 worth New Mexican is really the only manuS. Blancasa, El Paso.
Co,
R.
del
Mrs.
F.
"Barrier"
Valle,
of land near Las Cruces.
Jose Candilla, El Paso.
facturing industry in the town; that
M.
Kas.
A.
Finley, Cherryvale,
Las Vegas, according to the Optic, the $45,000 a year it disburses comes
J. P. Gonzales, Abiquiu.
Herbert Polly, Carlsbad.
b
is very angry at the Raymond &
Lou Harkness, "Barrier" Co.
in greater part from all parts of the
L. J. Smith, Denver.
Warren Ellsworth, "Barrier" Co.
parties. Although they generalcountry outside of this city; that the
M. R. Fisher, Los Angeles.
ly spend two days in Santa Fe because New Mexican day in end day out repSydney Diamond, "Barrier" Co.
C. Baca. Buckman.
Fred
of this city's excellent hotel facilities, resents the town to thousands who
C. S. Smith, Madrid.
M. L. Cot.tingham and Mrs. Cotting-ham- ,
C. O. Palmer, "Barrier" Co.
they decline to be introduced into Las would otherwise never hear of the
Roswell.
Mother's Wild Grief.
Vegas society and are "rushed through place? And yet, there are some peoE. H. Williams and Mrs. Williams,
to ple in Santa Fe, who although preachthe city without ever stopping
Roswell.
Grand Junction, Colo., May 10.
spend a cent or chip off a piece of red ing against sending money away, are
M. E. Sellers, Roswell.
sandstone as a souvenir of their visit.'' getting their printing done elsewhere
J. H. Herbster and Mrs. Herbster, Whi'e Father Thomas M. Conway was
This is terrific.
and fail to carr as much as a busi- Roswell.
preaching the funeral sermon over
Plans for the new federal building ness card in their only paper."
Johnny Maloney,
C. M. Eanhart and Mrs. Eanhart, the body of
who was shot to death Monday afterRoswell.
noon by a playmate, Mrs. Michael
H. R. Smith, Roswell.
mother of the victim, became
F. W. Lane, Roswell.
Harry Morrison and Mrs. Morrison, cia ed. with grief and attacked the
mother of the boy slayer. Before she
Roswell.
W. G. Polsgrove and Mrs. Polsgrove, could be seized she had scratched the
Roswell.
free of Mrs. Peter Santos with her finJ. B. Kipling and Mrs. Kipling, Ros- ger nails.
acid-heate-

1

j

Hotel Arrivals.

Ars-dal-

$40-Ofi-

Wbit-com-

Players

AND

That "The Barrier" did not play to ing Necia portraying the
a full house last evening at the Elks' but thoroughly feminine character
theater was not the fault of the play j with convincing skill.
or the players nor yet the weather.
Mildred Browning as Alluna the In-- '
This being a return engagement com- - dian wife of Gale, moves, acts and
bined with the fact that there has speaks the squaw. The part is a hard
been an unusual number of attractions one that is well handled
by Miss
within the past week kept many of Browning.
the faithful from the playhouse and a
Captain Burrell, U. S. A., the sweetscant corporal's guard greeted Rex heart of Necia, was every inch the
Beach's charming drama of frontier soldier and an artful wooer who gathlife and love.
ered everything desirable to himself
If movement is the desirable quality by right of his strong personality.
in a drama "The Barrier" excells most Howard Nugent interpreted the charcontemporaneous productions as every acter with telling effect.
John Gale, wanted for murder, and
moment of the four acts is filled with
the story of love and hate in the the foster father of Necia was strik-- ,
northern wilds. Characters that ex- ingly presented by Warren Ellsworth.
ist mostly in romance are brought to- He is the type of frontiersman which
gether by the author and made to life in the open breeds to honesty,
enact once more the drama of life in kindness and a kind of religion whose
frontier Alaska. Even while the play ethics are unconventional but just. He
progresses law is introduced
where killed his enemy who robbed him of
"there's never a law or God or Man," the life he held most dear.
and the picturesque characters melt
Charles P. Bates would have hard
time convincing the audience that he
into the mist of romantic story.
Briefly the story of "The Barrier'' is was not a "Kanuck" indeed and in
the biography of a supposed
As Poleon Derret he displayed
half-- ! fact.
breed Indian girl, the only maiden in all the ear marks of the Frenchman oft
the lonely mining camp beside the the northern woods. Lover and pro-- i
Vtikon. The captain of the United tector of Necia he resigned all to the
States army who comes to establish happiness of the girl he loved.
Stark (Sidney Diamond) was a
order were chaos held sway finds 1ier
the only recompense for duty summate villain and succeeded in
and ing the ill will of his hearers with his
by the citizens
of the rough mining camp clever impersonation of the husband
hangers-omost of whom are in Alaska to forget who murdered his wife. Vengeance
the authority which he represents, was always just around the corner, but
The supposed father of the girl has failed to claim its own until John
been under indictment for murder for Gale wiped out the score in blood,
No Creek Lee and Runnion were
eighteen years and his thirst parlor
and emporium was established in the paridoxal characters that were well
lemote frontier to shield its proprietor played by Lou Harkins and Chete
from the law. Here he married an In- - Withey, respectively,
dian squaw who passes for the mother
The costuming of the play in keep-o- f
Necia the pretty
The Ing with its spirit was of the simple
captain falls madly in love with the character that one might see at a lum- girl, but hesitates when he under- - berjacks' outfitter and the same'sim- stands the "barrier" of blood between plicity extended to the scenery. The
them. The real father of the girli ap- - music furnished by Morrison's orches- pears in the villain Stark who mur- - tra was good but ancient,
dered his wife, the mother of Necia
and fastened the crime on John Gale
Whipped the Deputy Sheriff.
.
the foster father. Gale fled with the
The pedestrians on the main street
baby of the dead mother and the
meeting of the two men is the climax of Durango, Colo., were entertained
of the play. Gale kills the murderer with a horsewhipping affair when for- and is cleared by his dying confes- - mer Deputy Sheriff Frank Wilkerson
sion. Necia is restored to her birth- - of La Plata county received a beating
right and the story closes as all good at the hands of Mrs. A. Webb, a for- mer resident of Animas City, but now
stories should.
Lucretia del Valle makes a charm- - of the Fort Lewis Mesa.

-
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Rooms With Bath,

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
'

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

'

1

j
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Chas. R. Easl
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in ib courts and befon
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office EtD
cia, N. M.

Nothing tike having your office up
to date. The Gloue Wiornicke Filing TIME TABLE ALL
end Sectional Unit book cases, not
LOCAL TRAINS
only Improve the looks of your office
The following are the Urn tables
but will pay for themselves in the
time they sve you. Whv not be up if the local railroads:
to date? New Mexican Printing Com"A. T. A S. P. fly."
pany.

DEMOCRATIC

.

Practice in all the Courts and Bs
fore the Interior Department
New Mexico.
Taos,

Superintendent.

ITN
mkmm state

REMOVES

Quarter of a Century Ago.

j

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

ca-

legal blanks are prepared according to the Statutes of New Mexico, new State form, for sale by the
New Mexican Printing Company.

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specials

talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

All

New MeUew

FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1912.

M.

Leaves 10:05 a. m. or norL
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from aorth.
New exrco Central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
1 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
New Mexican
brings resmts.

Want

ads always

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

I

to

3

P. M.

j

j

Sl

Opportunity

half-bloo-

REACHING THE SPOT.

Is Partial

to the
:

Well-Dress-

PARAGUAYAN REBEL" ARE
DEFEATED BY FEDERALS.

It Can Be Done. So Seizes of Sanl
Insurrecto Army .Was .Under .Command of Former President
Alvino Jara.

To cure an acning back,
The pains of rheumatism,
The tired-ou- t
feelings,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
You must reach the spot get a
Asuncion, Paraguay, May 10. A
the cause.
force of government troops today deIn most cases 'tis the kidneys.
feated a large revolutionary army unDoan's Kidney Pills are for th der the command
of the former presikidneys.
dent of the republic. Colonel Alvino
Mrs. Agtlplna de Gonzales, 102 Gar
in the neighborhood of Tibicu-ary- .
cia St, Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I? Jara,
The government troops were
September, 1906, I used Doan s Kid commanded
by the minister of war and
hac
ney Pills for backache which
been a source of much annoyance. Ir started from here April 5 to meet the
the morning when I arose my bacls rebels who were advancing from Villa
was so lame and painful that I coulul Encarnacion about 170 miles to the
of the Capital.
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble southeast
was due to disordered kidneys and
Few Care.
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
Pills, by the good reports I heard
Nashville, Tenn., May 10. The inabout them. The contents of one
box of this remedy drove away all mj fant death roll in Richmond, New Orpains and I am happy to state tha'. leans, Birmingham, Atlanta, Memphis
and Charlston In 1910 "was double the
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 toll of the Titanic disaster, but there
centa.
Co., Buffalo, was no congressional inquiry, accordUnited States.
ing to the declaration In a paper read
Remember the name Plan's and before the Southern Sociological contake no other.
gress in session here.
;

j

ijlM

i

i

ecl

WoiiU you wear the sign,

"I

Am

a Back Number?"

Yet to fall short of your appearance in these

Of course not.

clays is equivalent to doing so.

You

will find

most every case,

the young man who

is getting there is, in

well dressed.

If you are looking upward on the ladder, let us commend

these

Goldman-Beckm-

.

clothes to your careful consideration

an

the purchasing power of your dollar does fullest duty

In any

selection you may make from then.

We have just received a few new fatric patterns. '

J. H.

GERDES

Cash Store.

Fosten-Milbur-

TniiiiiiiiiiH
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roundation bilks, value 35c, for

98c.
20c.
25c.
25c.

Lingerie Dresses, Emb'd and Lace Trimmings, Value $4.59, for .
White Serge Dresses, Value $13.75, for

$2.85
8.75

36in.

Silk Mesaline, Value $1.25, for
Wash Silks, Value 35c, for
"
"
"
"
AH

.

40c,

ONE WEEK LONGER
LOOK FOR THE RED TICKETS
SELLING PRICE IS MARKED ON THEM IN
PLAIN FIGURES AND MEANS A SPECIAL
BARGAIN.
Goods are sold FOR CASH ONLY.

Every thing at and
Below Cost.

ALL OTHER GOODS IN THE ENTIRE STORE REDUCED TO SPECIAL SALE PRICES.

No

Charges Made During This Sale.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.
under Judge

FELL GUT OF

i

mm WW

A. A. Freeman.
In 1S94,
he was elected to the lower house of
the territorial legislature from Socor-- I
ro and. Sierra counties; iu 1S9(! he
was chosen a member of the council
of Socorro and two years later was
elected mayor of the Gem City. He
served five years as assistant superintendent of thr New Mexico Peniten
tiary and then was appointed clerk of
the Fifth Judicial district. He was
soon afterward appointed clerk of the
third district. He was twice interpreter of the legislative council and
three times chief clerk. Martin was
an Elk, being a member of Santa Fe
Lodge of Elks; he was one of the in- corporators of the Socorro Light, Heat
and Power Company. On June 3,
1891, he was married to Miss Louisa
Newcomb, daughter of Jerome New-cnb of Huntington, Indiana, to whom
sympathy goes out in her bereavement, from her many friends in
Santa Fe.
Several shadows fell across Martin's
life. One very early, when acting in
and to defend a woman's
honor, he com oitted a deed that embittered all of his after life because
of the taunts that political enemies
would harass him with on account of
it. He made good, many times over,

bulk of sales J'.Gnffi 7.80.
Market
Receipts 4,0(10.
Sheep
strong to shade up. Native
(iCT.Ofl;

BRISK TRADING ON
STOCK MARKET TODAY.

Sensible Women Know
Foundation of Health

U. S. Steel Unfilled Tonnage,

7.40;

Though

western

ii.00iii8.2.-.-:

Little

Favorable. Exercised
Influence.

$ i.HO'it 7.50;

yearlings

lambs, native $5.yufi:!).00;

western $0,254'! 9.23.
Cotton.
FOR SALE Lot of smudge
pots
New York, May 10. Spot cotton and oil. Address Geo. M. Kinsell.
close diiuiet and steady, five points
down.
WANTED By reliable, a place to
Middling uplands II. S3; middling gulf 12.10. Sales 2,03 bales.
atfist with housework, for board, on
a ranch.
No lung trouble. Mrs. Besl.
Van Horn, Texas.

Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ters, etc., which are entirely too vio- (By Ppoeiiil
A large
N. Y., May 10
New
York,
lent.
of an early rise on the stock marpart
Women should see to it that they ket
today was lost in the second hour
have at least one movement of the when the market became duller. UnitSuicide
bowels each day, and when showing ed States Steel, and Union Pacific fell
any tendency to constipation should back to opening prices, while Reading
take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin in and St. Paul went under. American
HAD
EVENTFULL CAREER
MAoOM Z,
A brief
the small dose prescribed.
Can common and preferred, went highMontezuma
Lodgf
use of it will so train the stomach er than before, but the dealings in the
No. 1, A. F. & A. U
of
forms
all
so
muscles
that
and
bowel
of
Member Legislative Assembly
other specialties were perfunctory.
communiRegular
medicine can be dispensed with. These
and Held Many Official
were irregular. United States
cation
first
Bonds
Monday
opinions are voiced by thousands of Steel's unfilled tonnage
of each month at
report for
Positions
women, after personal experience,
Masonic - Hall a'
April was somewhat better than the
among them Alta M. Lilly, Redwine, irinst s:incuine expectations, but fail- 7.30.
no
more.
His
life
Martin
is
"Billy"
Calif., and Mary A. Beebe, St. Thomas, ed to exercise more than momentary
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M
ended as tragically last night as the
.
Nevada.
Influence on the stock or the general CHAS. E. LJNNEK. Secreia.-ygreater part of it had been lived. One
Anyone wish ng to make a trial of market. Aside from a brisk rise in
might preach a temperance sermon
Sama Fe Chapter N
this remedy before buying it in the Ijtj,gh Valley, which rose to 170
w ith it as a text, but there are thou1. R. A. M.
way of a drufi t at fifty cents an(j fnrter gains in American Beet
Regula.
regular
sands of other lives that might serve
convocation
or one dollar a large bottle (family sugar, Bethlehem
Steel preferred,' $&'pR$f
the same purpose, and "Billy" with
Monday of each moa'.
size) can hav a sample bottle sent to American Can preferred and Railway
all his weaknesses, had a big heart, a
at Masonic Hall a
the home free of charge by simply ad- - greel spring, the second hour of the
7:30 p. m.
consuming ambition, an undeniable
405 afternon was dull.
dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
talent.
CHAS' A' WHEELON.
111. Your!
St.,
Monticello,
Washington
Priceo
fc
cloged strong.
It was a checkered and brilliant ca- name and address on a postal oard
to the high level of the day
jascended
SEUGMANi Secretary.
will do.
.
especial
in the final hour with
.un,.
Union
l'"T""
strength in United States Steel,
Santa Fe Commander:
4
and some oi
No. 1. K. T. Rsgula
baseball
and children. He chafed poor demand from consumers, notably Pacific, Lehigh Valley
conclavg fourth Mod
under restraint, he had all the hall in lard. First sales were 5SY7
to the highly speculative specialties.
day in each Month a
lower wtih September demarks of genius and lived a life that
Masonic. Hs.ll at 7:X
to 19.(10 for pork;
might be called unique and singular livery 19.52
p. m
to 11.10 for lard and 10.G0 to
in that it would not conform to the
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
10.62
for ribs.
standards of those around him.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis. Mo.. May 10. Lead dull,
RAILWAY MECHANICS' UNION
GENERAL RAINS EASE
Santa
Fe ixdge e
1.07
spelter dull fi.65ti6.85.
MAY
ORDER
STRIKE.
OFF PRICE OF WHEAT.
Perfection No. 1, 14tl
j
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., May 10. Wool madegree. Ancient and Ac
Lack of Demand From Consumers Measure is Before Shopmen on Rail- rket steady; territory and western
cepted Scottish Rite 01
'
I .
fVrand
roads
of
South
West
Weakened the Provision Market
Free MaBonry meets on
164! 18c; fine mediums
Chicago.
the third Monday of each montt
fine 10(Li 13c
Decidedly.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening li
Kansas City.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (lly Special Lestsea Wire to New Mexican)
Masonic Hall, south side of Plass.
Kansas City. Mo.. May 10. Cattle
Market, Visiting
Salt Lake, Utah, May 10. A strike Receipts 500, no southerns.
Chicago, 111., May 10. General rains
Rite Masons ar cor
all through the spring crop and hard vote is being taken by the Railway stea(y. Xafive steers $6.75(fi 8.87
dially Invited to attend.
winter territory had a tendency today Mechanics- Unions affiliated with the southern steers $5Ca S.75; southern
S. G. CiJITWRIGHT.
32.
to ease off the price of wheat. Re- Federation of Federations organized at cows and heifers $4.251 6.25; native
Venerable Maitn
of
admitted
ports
large sales of the cash grain Kansas City last month was
C0W8 and heifers $1.00(a 8.00: stockers HENRY 5 , STEPHENS, 32
here caused a temporary rally. The by union members here today. The and feeders $5.00U 7.35; bulls $4.75
t4cretary.
western
lower to a shade wording of the question submitted is 6.75; calves
$5.00(? 8.00;
opening was
cows
to 114
$4.50
not divulged but it is said that an
up. July started at 114
western
$6.50t8.fi0;
p. o. e.
adfirmative majority means the walkout g 50.
off to 1
varying from
Santa Fe Lodg
No
and
on
all roads west
vance, declined to 114
Market
ran up of shopmen
Receipts 33,000.
Co. B. P. O. E. noldi
Hogs
to 114
and again fell back toisouth of Chicago unless teh demand of steady.
Bulk of sales
$7.5u7.80;
Its regular session 01
114
the federation for recognition
is heavy $7.8l(fi7.90; packers and butchthe second and fount
re-$7.40(5 7.70;
lights
$7.C5(Fi7.90;
of eac
Prospects of planting being further granted. The result of the vote is
Wednesday
1.
Kansas
at
June
City by
pigs $5.50t(6.75.
month. Visiting broth
delayed gave some strength to corn, quired
Market
The bearish tone of w heat however,
Receipts 3,000.
Sheep
ers are invitee anr
weak. Muttons
$4.25(87.25;
acted as an offset. July opened
slow,
TWO MINERS CHARGED
welcome.
lower to a shade up at 78
WITH CATTLE STEALING. lambs $7.00(?t9.40; range wethers and FRANK T BLAND Y,
to
ewes
7S1-2- ,
$4.25(5 6.15;
range
touched 78
and then
yearlings
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LIENAU,
sagged to 78
L. Chaves and Jesus Pias, miners $3.75 1(5.75; Texas goats $2.73ft3.75.
Chicago.
Closing prices were weak with July in the Florida mountains,
Secretary.
were ar1c lower at 113
Chicago. 111., May 10. Cattle Reat
court
in
Justice
Browning's
Beeves
Market
raigned
steady.
15,000.
ceipts
F. W. FARMER
Buying on the part of a long house
lifted the oats market at first. Prices Deming charged with stealing cattle. $6.00(5 9.00; Texas- steers $5.407.40;
Homestecd No.
receded though, on profit taking.
The grounds of the charge are stated western steers $5.757.60; stockers
2879.
down to a like advance at to be that beef was found in their and feeders $4.206.60; cows and heifBrotherhood
of
calves
ers
54
$5.007.75.
$2.75(1x7.75;
bound
to 54
was
and declined to 54
camp and no hide. Chaves
American
Market!
12,000.
fa
Receipts
Hogs
over to await the action of the grand
First FriWILLIAM EDWARD MARTIN OF ?OCORRO,
for jury in the su mof $500 and Pias in the SieaUJ IO B11UUC U16"C1 man
The close was steady at 78
of the month
day
7.77
Light $7.30
sum of $1,000. Accompanied by off- day's average.
Who Died Last Even ing in Santa Fe,
July a net loss of
at the Fireman's
$7.40
heavy
Provisions
showed decided weak- icers they went to show the hide of mixed $7.40(5 7.85;
Hall. H. Foreman
$5.00
7.871-2;
pigs
stolen.
rough
to
been
$7.407.60;
have
ness, the result it was said, of recent the beef alleged
A. & P. Robinson
reer that 'he led. He was the gayest
Cor. oec. Fred F
b:.t of late years financial
among the gay, the liveliest among after that,
Alarid.
the lively, the keenest among the embarrassment followed him, he was
keen, the most liberal among the forcedin to fight charges before officials
ft-t
Santa Fe
t
and
the courts. He lost out, and
spendthrifts, the most defiant among
13514, M. W. a.
a
of
wreck
his
drifted
former
about,
the brave, and yet weak when came
ineets second Tuss
y
genial self, a pathetic figure of former
the test of adversity.
day each month, so
power and eminence.
cial meeting UJrc
William Edward Martin was one of
Night before last, he fell from a
the six children of Captain and Mrs.
Tuesday at Firealman's Hall. Visit
John Martin. Captain Martin, a New window, but was picked up unhurt
dazed. It was
somewhat
ing neighbors welcome.
Yorker by birth, was one of New Mex- though
A. G. WHITTIER, CVasul
ico's pioneers, a drummer boy in the thought the fall waa accidental. Last
CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
i-r-r
war with Mexico, one of the California night he dropped from the window of
L
column in the Civil War, married at the third story of the First National
Santa Fe Camp No.
Las Cruces to Esther Catherine Wads-wort- Bank building to the roof of Salmon's
below.
R. N. A. meets
store
6673.
well
dug the famous Martin's
first Tuesday of eaco
or
Was it accidental
suicidal?
flB&wgtwfl
oc the Jornada, was proprietor of the
sSA--'isJ'month; social meeting
.Fonda in Santa Pe from 1875 to 1S77 No one knows, but a few days ago, his
third Tuesday at Fire
brother-in-laW.
D.
came
Cruces
of
Newcomb,
was
roaster
Las
the
and
man's Hall. Visiting
to Santa Fe to take him home to SoMasonic L,odge.
corro.
Martin
neighbors welcome.
refused
loved
to
he
go,
was
born
Edward
Martin
William
1$
NETTIE VICKROY,
around
the
halls,
linger
legislative
at Fort Selden, February 16, 1867. He tj scene of his
Oracle
former triumphs, of
received private instruction In fife the
MAGGIE li. FRIDAY, Recorder.
a royal political battle in which
many
and
Galles
Nicolas
of
home
graduated
had been no mean factor. Old
from St. Michael's College in 1880. he
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
From 1889 to 1891, he was deputy dis- friends passed him by with averted
Lodge No. 239. Holds its
fill
and
his
would
with
face,
eyes
trict clerk of the third judicial district. tears.
He
in
the
sought
forgetfulness
IT.
S.
In
the
clerk
He became chief
tjMwy Thursday of each month al
Land Office and then became court in- cup that to him no longer brought
KtMiy Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m.
cheer.
terpreter of the Fifth Judicial District
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-Martin was a man of many parts, of
come.
great versatility. As an orator, espej
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
in
cially
Spanish, he had few supeI
DAVID GONZALES,
riors. He was a good politician, an
Secretary.
Cottoexpert accountant. His handwriting
was the marvel of those who saw it
ODD FELLOWS,
for its beauty and regularity. He was
Santa Fe Lodge
of
always openhearted, too openhearted.
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
When he had money he helped every
meets
regularly
one, he embarked in all sorts of viCottolene not a "just as good" imitation on your
Try
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
sionary projects, he spent freely sevin Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
next baking day. Costs less because you use less.
eral fortunes In his time. His laughter
ers always welcome.
has shown many a coffee-sicMade only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
was infectious and though he had ene- me tney were outnumbered by his
You will never go wrong in letting
perSOfl the "Road tO WellVille"
B fnlamla
a ip irt tit a Aava nt Vila
Ll it; i two, AO rval
your job printing come to the New
ovimiij iu iu uuj 0 vi mid
"There's a Reason'
Mexican Printing Company. Its
piosperity.
S He was a true Bohemian, a good
cllities are unequaled In the State.
I

William E. Martin Vict:m of
Accident or Deliberate

1

As health talks to women become
more general, both in the newspapers
and on the platform, the mass of women are beginning to realize what the
more cultivated have always known,
that good health cannot be found in
a powder box.
of
The externals
health may he obtained in that way,
but the basis of health lies deeper,
and yet is just as easily obtained.
The most important thing that a
woman can do for herself, and about
which she is often most neglectful, is
to watch the condition of her stomach
and bowels. The weary eyes, the bad
breath, the frequent headaches, the
pimples, the general air of lassitude is
nine times out of ten the result of constipation or indigestion, or both. Many
simple remedies can be obtained, but
the best in the estimation of most
women is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
It is mild, pleasant to the taste and
exactly suited to her needs. It is far
superior to salts, cathartic pilis, wa

I

o

e

Fraternal Societies

BOYS WANTED to sell our Sunday
papers; liberal inducements to hustlers. Write to: Manager Circulation
THE DENVER TIMES. Denver, Colo.
$10.00 a day easily made by hustlin,;
agent. Write at once for full information. Arizona Sales Agency, Phoenix,
Arizona.

'

Mr. Charles A. Cunningham
has
just vacated Prof. J. A. Wood's five
roomed brick cottage just east of the
Palace hotel and it is now for rent
cheap.
SOUTHWESTERN
Realty & Employment Agency, P. O. Box 73, 210
W. Silver,
N.
Mex..
Albuquerque,
Wanted 50 Mexican teamsters and laborers at once.

iESBv

tfJJk

tecon

jtj$

j

I

FOR SALE Thirty-acrtract with,
adobe house; barn, fences,
friut trees and other improvements at
Chamita, New Mexico, $3,000 cash.
Address, Andres Herrera, Chamita,
e

eight-roo-

2

c

2

MAKKETKEPORT

11.-0- 2

2

N. M.

Elegantly Furmsried Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

15lc;

Fc-tls- h

j

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. KICKART
Kosedale, Kansas.

j

a

j

Itll

1

j

j

July-starte-

2

1

Yeom-Meet-

s

.u.u

Cani

.

Baking-da-

has its

lit

w Sunny

tttimirf

side

!

lywfrt.iiifl'

Cottltolene

The cook is never satisfied unless her baking turns out well
Cooks who have tried it secure better and more uniform results
from the use of Cottolene than with butter, lard or any other

i

Cakes, pies, cookies and doughnuts are best made with
lene. It makes rich food without being greasy. Cottolene
food, too, is always digestible, because it contains no hog fat

Cup

POSTUM
k

I
I
I

A

"Nature's Gift from the Sunny South'9

s

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
OF ACCOUNTS OF ADMINISTRATRIX.
In the probate court for the county
of Santa Fe.
In the matter of the Estate of James
Wallace Reynolds, Deceased.
To All Whom it May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the final
account of Rrownie B. Raynolds, as
administratrix of the estate of James
Wallace Raynolds, deceased, was duly
filed in the office of the Probate Clerk
of Santa Fe County, upon the 2Gth day
of February, 1912; that by an order of
the Honorable Canuto Alarid,
Pro
bate Judge, duly entered upon the fith
day of May, 1912, the 1st day of July,
1912, was appointed as the date for
hearing of objections to such final ac
count and for final, settlement thereof.
Witness my hand and the seal of the.
Probate Court this 6th day of May,
1912.

(Seal)

M. A. ORTIZ,

Clerk.
FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pultey3, and shafting; one 12 horse power and one 2!i
horse power Leffel Engine, .lrst cla?3
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass '.J upon
by"
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items wili be sold cheap
if taken at once. If inter.iste-.the New Mevici'i Printing Company, Santi Fe. Ne'.v Mexico

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.

i

shortening.

A Steaming

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
st"J rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrite.-i;uar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone 231.

Sr.K

OP TIUHKR' ALBUQfF.KQB, NEW

MEXICO. APKlL:tu,19IS.
Seiilecubids marked
ODtsidiv'HM. Timber Sale Application, Pecos."
April J9. 1!'I2. and udilresscd to the District For

ester, Forest Service. Albuquerque. New Mexico, will l e received up 10 arid inuludiu? the
3rd dav of June. 1DI2. for all the merchantable
dead timber standing or down, and all the live
timber marked for cutting by ft Forest officer,
located tm an area to be definitely designated
by h Forest officer betorc cutting begins.
g about KW acres In approximately Bee?8, 2f. 26, 27. 34 and 8fi surveyed T 17 N.
tle10s 2;. N.
M P. M (In Anna Sarca watershed)
8.
E
within the PecosNntlonal Forest, estimated to
be l.7;0J00 ft B. M of western yellow pine
Douglas fir. white fir and whitebidpine sawtlm-her- .
of less than
log scale, more or less No
MOOrer M ft B. M. will be considered, and a
of the Flint
deposit of JlOO nayahle to the oider
Nat onal Bank of Albuquerque, roust be sent to
t hat bank for each bid submitted to the District
Forester Timber upoo valid claims Is exempt
from sale. The light to reject any and all bids
Is reserved.
For further Information and regulations governing sales, address Forest Supervisor. Pecos National Forest. Cowlea. N. NT
ALLEN S. PECK, Acting District Forester.

7
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I The Home of Quality Groceries
THE

DISCOVERY

OF THE

WAS

It'll pay back every penny. Don't

A GREAT

you've "spent" money when, you buy

ACHIEVEMENT

By

.

n

More,' Personally,

Discovering the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

JTurn Your Search in this Direction.
1

This Is

Strawberries,

Tomatoes,

Asparagus,

A.

Radishes,

Spinach,

Carrots.

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

Phone 4.

i mam.ttt,iBiMiaflaigi

SPITZ.

.1:

I

M

-

7

THE JEWELER.
.v'--

MEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAV7: YCl'Ii WATCH
CLEANED C CCA 3IONALLY
WATCH vUl run without

1

I

A oil orother
char,

f

ery

"X
t

!

i

ft
r

:

OUR

STOCK OF TOOLS

three-fourth-

'''v'y

-

Santa

WINDSOR,

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,
s,

.

For Those Who
Are Particular

Rhubarb,

GreenlOnions,

't

e

This roofing only borrows
its purchase price

North Pole

ButYou Will Benefit

i

prediction of the W'e'ttfier
popular trysting place?
for
Bureau
tonight. Tomorrow is to be
IDE DAILY HOUND IIP.
fair. Yesterday the highest shadetem-peraturwas 59 degrees, the minimum
was 40 degrees. There was a trace ot
rain.
WEATHER FORECAST.
Get your order in early for cream
Denver, Colo., May 10. Xew
at Kaunes on Saturday.
Mexico: Tonight fair and coolWarm Weather is coming. Cooking
er. Heavy frost in north porby electricity is cheaper than coal.
fair.
tion; Saturday
Sparks can prove it. See him.
Everything the market affords in
Don't put off your spring houseclean-ing- . vegetables ft The Plaza Market oC.
Have an Egg Drink at our fountain
a healthful, refreshing, cooling food
Have it over before the warm, bright drink. Zook's
Pharmacy.
days are here to lure the housewife
Deed Recorded A warWarranty
away from tiresome household duties
ranty deed was this morning recorded
say
Our meat market, because so many to the pleasures of "The good old in the office of County Clerk M. A. Orsummertime."
tiz transferring nine acres and a
arrange for their meets here!
Peerless Prepared Roofing. You haven't. You've
SEND YOUR CURTAINS,
RUGS, dwelling house on Canon Road from
NAVAJO BLANKETS, AND EVERY- Mrs. Kate Andrews, Edwin Andrews
just invested the purchase price. Years of wear
THING in that line that you wish aDd Frank Andrews and wife to C. L.
freedom from expense and all' round satisfaction, will return what
WE WILL BE PLEASED
cleaned or renovated to the SANTA Pollard, all of Santa Fe. Considera-ticPeerless Prepared Roofing costs you
return it many times over.
FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY AND LET
To Arrange With You
nominal.
US RELIEVE YOU OF THE HEAVIDon't forget .Sunday,. May. 12. is
For The Best Cuts of Meat EST WORK OF HOUSECLEAN ING. Mothers'
Day. Carnations for sale at
WE GUARANTEE to return them to Butts
Bros, and the Clarendon GarEither By 'Phone
you as good as new and can furnish den.
All that's necessary ro lay this roof is to unroll
TESTIMONIALS from patrons
who
Or At Our Counter.
Warranty Deed Recorded A warhave tried our work and are delightnail
cement at the laps, and you've covered your building
ranty deed was recorded in the office
with the most wear and KjaMfr-proo- f
material known to science or
ed.
.
of M. A. Ortiz, county clerk, this mornthe trade. Why not? The makers have spent their lives learning
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT, from five
honu to make Peerless Roofing so it makes good on
ing which transferred lots on New
your building.
A Rendezvous For Meat
to ten cents a pound for NAVAJO York
And if at any time, by any chance, you are dissatisfied well, your
avenue, on which a modern brick
BLANKETS.
is
if
money
yours you'll ask for it.
dwelling is under construction, from
Mrs. Frank Andrews and Mf. Frank
Come in and find out about Peerless Prepared
Latest Styles in made to measure Andrews to Mrs.
Rooting the twentieth century building protector.
Kate Andrews, all of
garments for women. Inspect them at this
Consideration
nominal.
city.
About The Kind They Eat! the W. H. Goebel Co.
Knock Out Drops for jour dandeNice fat young hens Tor Sunday dinFe, New Mexico.
lions, to be had at GOEBELS.
ner at the Plaza Market Co.
Scouts
Meet
Scouts
The
Boy
Boy
on
No Game
Sunday The Universi- will meet at 7:30
tonight at the barty of Albuquerque will come up on
racks. State Senator T. J. Mabry will
Saturday to play St. Michael's College.
The University does not play baseball speak.
We handle the best meat obtainable.
on Sundays.
Phone 92.
The Plaza Market Co.
certainly afford one.
Heavy Frost Tonight That is the
college hoys are prepared to give
For 'Mesaline Silk, wash silks or
Whether vou telenhone nr whether
foundation silks, see the advertisement you send the children, it is all the them a surprise and will put on the
field a team that will be sure to give
of Adolf Seligman Ory Goods Co. on same with
the Plaza Market Company a good account of itself and carry
7.
The prices are right.
page
for they have the best only and you away the honors. Lovers of the
sport
It pleases mother to receive a bunch will get what vou want.
will see a good game. Admission 35
oflowers on Mothers Day.
Phone
With Our Model sanitary fountain cents. Do not fail to attend.
your order to the Clarendon Garden, we are
We Want you to try a coffee Ice
prepared to serve you with frig(Black 12.)
id soda drinks thnt are nurp and dn. cream soda or a coffee Sundae, most
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
delicious drink at our fountain. Zook's.
cj0us. Zook's.
Laundry brought Into the office will
Those corn fed steers the Plaza
FOR RENT
house
be redeemed at 10c doz.
'
i Market handles can't be beat.
v bath. 502 Galisteo St. Apply St. with
VinLegacy for Ferguson R. H. Munro
Furnished Rooms for Rent cent's Sanitarium.
Elegantly
Ferguson, a recent visitor in Santa
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- NEW LIGHT ON TITANIC WRECK
Fe with Mrs. Ferguson, now of Silver
ing all modern conveniences, includCity, has been willed $10,090 by the
electric light, steam heat and
(Continued from page one.)
late John Jacob Astor, who went down ing
in the First National
Bank
with the Titanic. For many years Fer- baths,
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
first?"
,
guson was managing trustee of the.
Ride in E. M. F. car tnd be sure to
"We were ordered into the boat."
Astor estate.
hack.
Engineers Opened Water Tight Doors.
WILL INTEREST
It is such a pretty custom that it get
It Will Be a Battle Royal TomorQUALITY and PRICE
It also came out today that the waYOU IN
has become almost universal to wear
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, the ter tight compartments
practically for
a carnation on Mothers Day and to
s
strong St. Michael's baseball team will
of the length of the ship
remember her with a present of a few meet
the crack team from the Univer- were opened by order of the engin'bright flowers. Get them at the Clar-- i
SANTA FE HARDWARE AND SUPPLY
of New Mexico, Albuquerque. eers upwards of an hour after the ship
i sity
endon Garden, phone black 12.
The
boys have an idea struck and never were closed again.
The new line of ladies' waists at that Albuquerque
they will have no trouble to put The inquiry was adjourned till
Seligman brothers arrived and are on it over the local
college team. The
The advertisement will give
display.
you an idea as to the values they are
offering. They cannot be duplicated
the city or beaten in the East. '
That come' up and bloom every year are
A
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
1
the ones to have in Santa Fe.
Be With the Crowd at the Ten Cent
FOR SALE NOW AT THE
Store, 249 West San Francisco St.
If you are in doubt about
your
menu for Sunday dinner call at The
Plaza Market Co. They can help you.
Phbne Black 12.
If You Want a pretty cool dress for
summer, see the white serge and linGolden Glow, Phlox,
gerie dresses at the Adolf Seligman
Hardy Blooming Shrubs and many others.
Goods
Co. At his prices you can
Dry
doleful

in;; longer than
any
piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

ally.
4
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travel over fifteen
miles a day, you will not
grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of vour watck

FOR

CUPM
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j

Watches
and
Clocks.
" Time
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Pieces That Are

1ITPC

Clarendon Garden

Shasta Daisies, Pansies,

gReliable."

OUR

FATE

JUL

A

DI
t"l--l

j

iLJ,

Wc have the Largest Line of Rugs and Unoletmi in the
City to
he sold at the following Pces
Dting this Sale:
$40.00 Velvet Rugs at $35.00
"
" " 22.50
37.50
"
" " 30.00
35.00

i

$27.00 Axminster at $22.50
"
"
25.00
20.00
"
"
20.00
17.50

Inlaid Linoleum at $1.50 Per Sq. Yd.

Floor Oil Cloth
C

A

PDpTQf.

A

Printed Linoleum at 75c. Per Sq. Yd.

Beautiful Patterns, at 50c. Per Yd.

Bis Assortment of Wool and Velvet Carpets to be
Sold at Very Low Prices.

Home of Hart, Schaff ner & Marx Clothes.

--

.

RIv

CARPETS

At

